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Abbreviations
AI Artificial Intelligence
ABSIP Association of Black Securities and Investment Professionals
ASABA Association of South African Black Actuarial Professionals
ASISA Association for Savings and Investment South Africa
AUM Assets Under Management
B-BBEE Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment
BBC Black Business Council
BIMBF Black Investment Management Business Forum
BLSA Business Leadership South Africa
BMF Black Management Forum
BUSA Business Unity South Africa
CFA Chartered Financial Analyst
CIS Collective Investment Scheme
COFI Bill Conduct of Financial Institutions Bill
COVAX COVID-19 Vaccines Global Access
CRISA Code for Responsible Investing in South Africa
DBSA Development Bank of South Africa
DFI Development Finance Institution
DPW Department of Public Works and Infrastructure
DTIC Department of Trade, Industry and Competition
EAC Effective Annual Cost
EME Exempted Micro Enterprise
ESD Enterprise and Supplier Development
ESG Environmental, Social and Governance
FSC Amended Financial Services Sector Code of 2017
FSCA Financial Sector Conduct Authority
FSTC Financial Sector Transformation Council
GEPF Government Employees Pension Fund
GIPS Global Investment Performance Standards
GP General Partner
IRF Institute of Retirement Funds
JSE Johannesburg Stock Exchange
LDI Liability Driven Investment
LISPs Linked Investment Services Providers
LP Limited Partner
LSM Living Standards Measure
MoA Memorandum of Agreement
NPAT Net Profit After Tax
PA Prudential Authority
PIC Public Investment Corporation
QSFI Qualifying Small Financial Institution
SARB South African Reserve Bank
SARS South African Revenue Services
SAVCA Southern Africa Venture Capital and Private Equity Association
SDGs Sustainable Development Goals
SED Socio-Economic Development
SIPs Strategic Integrated Projects
SOE State Owned Enterprise
TAF Transformation Action Forum
TER Total Expense Ratio
TIC Total Investment Charge
UCITS Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities
UN PRI United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment
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Criteria and methodology
Purpose of the survey
• Measure the state of transformation in South African asset management.
• Showcase the universe of majority Black-owned, managed and controlled asset managers across both public and
private markets.
• Identify trends shaping the future of South African asset management.

Who could participate?
Asset managers who met the following criteria were approved for participation in the survey:
1. The company is at least 51% Black-owned where Black people hold at least 51% of the economic interest and where
Black people hold at least 51% of exercisable voting rights.
2. At least 51% of the company’s board of directors are Black.
3. At least 51% of the company’s senior portfolio managers are Black.
4. The company is registered with the Financial Sector Conduct Authority for the business that the company carries out.
Random checks were conducted by 27four to verify that each participant met the above criteria. However, this was not
independently vetted. All information was voluntarily provided as is by participating firms.

Research approach
All data is presented as at 30 June 2021. The table below describes the research process followed.

1 Questionnaire design

Changing industry dynamics require an annual reassessment of the
relevance of the questions asked.

2 Research content

A key feature of the survey is the inclusion of research articles of
interest and interviews with stakeholders.

3 Asset manager universe

We cast our net wide to ensure that our universe is all-encompassing.

4 Invitation to participate

Asset managers were invited to complete the online questionnaire
on 1 June 2021.

5 Submission deadline

The cut-off-date for participation was 15 July 2021.

6 Data collation

Data submitted was cleaned, verified, collated and presented in a
visual format.

7 Commentary

Statistics, facts and figures were interpreted, observations made and
commentary provided.

8 Publish

The completed product is assembled for artwork, final editing and
publication.

Notes
• The survey has been designed with comparability to previous years in mind.
• The response rate may differ across questions.
• Numbers in charts may not always add to 100 due to rounding.
This report is freely available for the benefit of all stakeholders across the savings and investments ecosystem and can
be accessed from 27four.com
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FOREWORD

by Joe Letswalo, Chairperson of the Transformation Action Forum

A time of rapid
and unpredictable
change
The COVID-19 pandemic has disrupted daily lives and the way of doing business in unprecedented ways. In South Africa,
the pandemic has exacerbated poverty, unemployment, and inequality.
The world closed 2020 on an optimistic note with the announcement of the first effective COVID-19 vaccine by PfizerBioNTech. The South African government looked well poised to rapidly implement a mass vaccine program benefiting
from both the COVAX initiative, a pooled procurement and distribution initiative aimed at securing large volumes of
vaccines for countries that might struggle to secure vaccines, and its own bilateral agreements. Sentiment was positive
with strong expectations from business and the investment industry for an economic recovery in 2021. But as time
passed it became worryingly clear that the South African government were faced with unexpected challenges in the
procurement of vaccines. At the time of writing, the country is at the tail end of the third wave with less than 10% of its
population having been fully inoculated. With scientists warning of an imminent fourth wave, South Africa is likely to
continue to bear the pain of the pandemic.
In addition to the global pandemic, South Africa has had to deal with reputational-damaging violent protests in KwaZuluNatal and Gauteng which were characterised by unsettling and horrific scenes of chaotic looting, destruction of business
and infrastructure and loss of lives and livelihoods. These events have further dented the country’s economic recovery
prospects.

A good crisis should not go to waste
Let us use these experiences as an opportunity to mend the fault lines and take advantage of the lessons we have learnt
in these difficult times. Economic policies should focus on achieving good socio-economic outcomes for all our people.
Our transformation policies must remove the structural barriers that inhibit the participation by all in the economy. The
financial sector has repeatedly been called out by the B-BBEE Commission for its slow pace of transformation relative
to other economic sectors. When we think of an economic recovery we must shape and influence the type of recovery
we want and for whose benefit. These are the questions which TAF seeks to address through catalysing our collective
voice with a greater sense of purpose, urgency and action.
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If you can’t measure it, you can’t change it
Credible data informed studies such as the annual BEE.conomics survey provides stakeholders with valuable insight on
the state of transformation in asset management in South Africa. The research has for more than a decade created
awareness around the bottlenecks which limit equal participation whilst also providing a platform to showcase independent
Black-owned participants in the sector. More importantly, the research provides empirical evidence which both asset
owners and policy makers use to inform decision making. TAF recognises that the investment industry requires an urgent
rethink in terms of how we approach transformation initiatives. Our objectives are clear:
1. To accelerate meaningful transformation across the investment industry value chain.
2. To measure meaningful outcomes in terms of diversity, equity and inclusion in the industry.
Since TAF’s establishment in 2020, through a number of initiatives and ongoing dialogue with industry participants we
have accelerated our efforts to mobilise the collective voice of asset owners in a collaborative and cohesive manner to
build a sector that promotes equal opportunity for all.

The time is now
The precarious state that South Africa finds itself in requires us to respond urgently to bring about the necessary reform.
TAF is determined and committed to contribute to finding the solutions which can move us forward. Let us work together
to unite, rebuild and grow a South Africa where EVERYONE has an equal chance at thriving.

Joe Letswalo
Chairperson of TAF
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Executive summary
Overall
1. Black-owned asset manager market share
• At 30 June 2021, total assets managed by Black-owned firms advanced to R1.15 Trillion from R667.8 Billion reported
at 30 June 2020. This uptick was largely attributed to the inclusion of Sanlam Investments, adding R344 Billion to
overall AUM.
• Fifty-five asset managers met our criteria for participation across both public and private markets (2020: 51).
• Top 5 firms by AUM: Sanlam Investments, Taquanta Asset Managers, Prescient Investment Management, Aluwani
Capital Partners and Vunani Fund Managers represent 73% of total AUM managed by Black-owned firms. Median
asset manager AUM is R2 Billion and mean AUM is R21 Billion.
• Black market share of the total estimated South African regulated savings stocks excluding banks, short-term
insurance and medical schemes including and excluding internally managed institutional assets is 14% and 20%
respectively.
• Participating firms collectively support 1 157 jobs.

2. Corporate activity
• Much of the recent corporate activity can be attributed to B-BBEE transactions, consolidation, exiting shareholders,
new entrants and deals facilitating access to capital and distribution; also explaining the shifts within public
markets participants, where in 2011, 82% of firms were more than 70% Black owned and 9% were less than 60%
Black owned. In 2021, this has fallen to 61% and 34% respectively.
• Notable transactions over the period included the acquisition of 100% of the issued share capital of Ngwedi
Investment Managers by Taquanta Asset Managers and the restructuring of the Sanlam Group to advance B-BBEE
imperatives.

3. How COVID-19 is reshaping asset management in South Africa
• Contrary to trends observed globally, our results suggest that the pandemic has not severely disrupted the work
culture of South African asset managers as the majority reported no changes and or improvements in their work
culture.
• More than half of public markets respondents have permanently migrated to a blended office model with
employees having the choice to work from home and 17% of firms having reduced their physical office space with
9% of firms giving up all physical office space.
• Most firms believe that remote working has increased their opportunity for recruiting the best talent from across
the world and that they have accelerated their firm’s digital transformation strategy.
• There was general agreement that the capital market trends likely to dominate going into 2022 will include an
increased focus on impact and sustainability, investment into real assets and industry consolidation. Respondents
also expect a continued focus by investors on B-BBEE outcomes and passive investing. Interestingly, respondents
were mixed around the growing popularity of cryptocurrencies.
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4. Risks
• Respondents are mostly concerned about South Africa’s macroeconomic framework: sluggish economic trajectory,
stretched balance sheet, micro-macro policy disconnect and overall political risks.
• They also see growth stagnation and a decline in the savings pool as significant risks. Other concerns include
ongoing fee compression, continued delistings on the JSE and the migration by stand-alone retirement funds to
umbrella funds as key risks.

Public markets
5. Asset allocation trends and appetite from the demand side
• Strong capital market performance through 2020 saw domestic equities increase as a proportion of total assets
from 22% to 29%, while domestic fixed income fell from 60% to 45%.
• The proportion of assets in domestic equity strategies has shrunk considerably over the decade from 62% reported
in 2011 to 29% in 2021. Over the same period the share of domestic fixed income strategies increased from 26%
in 2011 to 45% in 2021.
• Fifteen respondents have a global equity offering (2020: 11) and AUM in this asset class has doubled over the
reporting period, now representing 5% of total AUM. Most firms support the view that institutional investors
should prioritise South African firms for their offshore allocations.

6. Scale and distribution
• There has been little shift in distribution patterns since the inception of this publication more than a decade ago
as retirement funds continue to be the dominant source of assets, representing 79% of total AUM.
• The traditional benefits of scale, such as fixed cost leverage and distribution, have been diluted with the acceleration
in the adoption of digital technology, empowering smaller technology-enabled firms to grow distribution and gain
access to new customer segments previously dominated by bricks-and-mortar brands.
• Twenty-nine firms offer a total of 139 unit trusts with most firms (26) opting to use co-naming partners. This is
not unusual as the global trend in asset management is to outsource operations to enhance efficiencies allowing
key personnel to focus on core investment competencies.
• Respondents recognise that retail consumers seek technology-based experiences similar to that of Takealot or
Amazon when purchasing savings products, evidenced from the general improvement in firms’ online presence.
• Internationally, asset management business models have delineated into specialised alpha shops, beta factories,
solution providers or distribution powerhouses, which suggests that achieving success is no longer a function of
resources or scale but of strategy.

7. ESG
• COVID-19, which has exposed and exacerbated systemic social issues such as poverty and inequality, has contributed
to a growing interest in ESG and responsible investment. Although progress has been haphazard, it has also led
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to an increased focus on the opportunity of a “green recovery” alongside a “just transition”. The rise of interest
in ESG is reflected in the increased number of respondents who are now signatories to the UN-backed Principles
for Responsible Investment from 12 in 2020 to 17 in 2021.
• Most respondents also indicated that consultants and clients have shown greater interest in their firm’s ESG
activities and that their ESG engagements with investee companies have increased since the start of the pandemic.
• While the level of positive responsible investment behaviours, such as a publicly available ESG policy and reporting
on ESG matters to clients, remains high, there is clearly room for improvement in terms of ESG integration and
corporate engagement, particularly on social and environmental issues (currently corporate governance is viewed
as being the most important factor in investment and stewardship activities). The urgent need to address issues
such as climate change and inequality requires increased effort with a stronger focus on real-world results.
• Most firms reported that the largest barrier to ESG investing is access to quality data.

8. Socio-economic outcomes
• There was marginal improvement in the revenue classification of respondent firms where 26% (2020: 22%) are
classified as Generic enterprises, 32% (2020: 34%) as QSFIs and 42% (2020: 44%) as EMEs. The data suggests that
Generic enterprises underperform in the Management Control and Skills Development elements of the FSC.
• Economic interest remains tightly held where in 71% of firms, staff outside of founders and external shareholders
own less than 25% of total equity.
• Black women ownership remains low as 76% of participating firms are less than 30% women owned.
• Seventy-three percent of firms have indicated that they are profitable, of which 54% have delivered three consecutive
years of positive NPAT, up 7 percentage points from 2020.
• The industry has stepped up, recording a notable improvement in the number of firms targeting procurement
spend to Black-owned firms.
• Thirty percent of respondents are ESD recipients.
• The number of employees almost doubled from 2020 to 2021 due to the inclusion of Sanlam Investments that
employs more than four hundred people.

9. Diversity, equity and inclusion
• Most firms acknowledge that DEI is important because it leads to better investment performance and increased
revenue.
• Men represent 83% of all portfolio managers, illuminating the dearth of women participation within the sector. Most
analysts, however, are women. This suggests that, although diversity has improved, inclusion has not been realised.
This highlights the urgent need for a clear pathway for women to transition from analyst to portfolio manager.
• C-suite positions are dominated by men, particularly the CEO and CIO positions. Whilst Black men dominate the
position of CEO, when it comes to leading the investment team, this is shared with non-Black SA and non-SA men.
Research undertaken by 27four found that only 5 CEOs of the top 100 companies listed on the JSE by market
capitalisation are women of which two are Black. There are 18 women CFOs. Men hold 95% and 82% of CEO and
CFO positions respectively.
• The biggest factor identified as being effective in closing the gender gap is that of making it a clear strategic priority
that is driven by executive leadership.
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Private markets
10. Industry trends
• The trend of more Black managed private markets funds coming to market has continued with most funds focused
on South African mid-market investments.
• Total capital raised advanced to R37.1 Billion of which Sanlam Investments (Alternatives) represents R14.14 Billion.
• Fundraising remains a perpetual struggle - median capital raised as a proportion of targeted commitments of
managers currently raising capital was only a third of target. The absence of both local and international development
finance institutions and the fragmented investment processes of capital allocators when it comes to investing in
private markets has exacerbated the challenge.
• Sixty-five percent of respondents were on their first fund, 15% on Fund II and 20% on Fund III with 75% of
respondents not yet having fully exited a fund.
• Almost half of all respondents indicated that they charge management fees lower than the standard 2% as the
industry succumbs to the pressures of fee compression.
• Despite the growing maturity of the respondent base, only 35% of managers reported 3 consecutive years of
profitability. However, 65% did report current profitability and 70% of management companies paid tax on profits
last year.
• The median investment team comprises 3 principals, 1 associate and no analysts with 96% of principals having
more than 10 years of deal making experience.
• In general, private markets teams are skewed towards women reflecting an inclusive gender balance in team
composition. This is supported by 85% of respondents reporting that their firms did not struggle to attract women
to form part of their teams.
• All firms reported that they have formalised ESG commitments into fund agreements and that these commitments
are then passed through onto investee companies.

11. COVID-19 recovery and infrastructure funding
• There was overwhelming support for the proposed increased regulatory limit for retirement fund investments
into unlisted assets to 15% with private markets fund managers seeing themselves as a conduit for the allocation
of this capital to projects that can deliver the twin goals of returns and economic impact.
• The use of Public Private Partnerships was strongly supported as an efficient way for infrastructure development
to take place and, predictably, when it came to funding vehicles, all respondents were in favour of private equity
as the most suitable vehicle.
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participation
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Diversity
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1

Sector overview
Section highlights
55
Black-owned asset managers across both public and private markets

Sanlam Investments
Made the cut

R1.15 Trillion
Total AUM managed by Black-owned asset managers

73% of AUM
Managed by the top 5 asset managers

70%
Of firms are profitable

Vunani Fund Managers
Increased AUM the most out of the top 10 firms

Domestic Money Market
Experienced the largest decline in AUM
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a. Total number of participating firms and AUM
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Section 2(b) of the Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act, 2003, states that “the objectives of this Act are to
facilitate broad-based black economic empowerment by achieving a substantial change in the racial composition of
ownership and management structures and in the skilled occupations of existing and new enterprises”. Whilst many of
South Africa’s largest and oldest asset managers have embraced the objectives of the B-BBEE Act, one household brand
has gone further and strategically repositioned their organisation so that more than half the organisation is Black-owned
and where senior Black investment professionals make up most of the senior investment cohort. We congratulate Sanlam
Investments on meeting our criteria for participation, adding just over R340 Billion to AUM and for the very first time,
taking the overall AUM managed by Black-owned firms beyond R1 Trillion.
The participation of Sanlam Investments represents a significant milestone in the transformation of the sector illuminating:
1. incumbents’ acknowledgement and recognition of the tailwinds of policy shifts and institutional investors’ support
for equal opportunity and willingness to accelerate investment towards firms that represent the country’s demography.
2. that organisations must be willing to change to remain competitive and relevant and move beyond aspirational
commitments.
Outside of the new entrants to the survey, the overall surge in AUM was also attributable to strong capital market
performance over the reporting period. Despite the unprecedented events of the period, the total number of participants
advanced to 55, of which 38 managers focus exclusively on public markets investments, 20 on private markets and 3
with offerings across both markets.
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b. AUM classification by public and private markets participants
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The market share of private markets assets remains low, even though we have seen stand-out investor interest in the
asset class. The private markets industry is also looking to play a vital role in the recapitalisation and recovery of the
economy, which is supported by the explicit allocation towards infrastructure assets by retirement funds in the proposed
amendments by National Treasury to Regulation 28 of the Pension Funds Act. However, even if the amendments are
legislated, investor participation may be curtailed to the larger stand-alone retirement funds as the ticket sizes for
infrastructure investments are large and require strong due diligence skills unless innovative instruments are originated
to provide small investors access through, for example, sustainable bond issuances.

c. Mergers and acquisitions
Asset manager

Activity

Aequalis Asset Managers

Management buy-out

Aluwani Capital

Partnership with global fixed income manager,
Western Asset Management

Amada Investment Managers

Introduced a B-BBEE partner

Ata Capital

Exit of a shareholder

Balondolozi Investment Services

Bandolas Employee Trust and the Pedro Samuel Family
Trust bought out Royal Investment Managers’
30% equity stake

IDF Capital

Concluded a transaction to build scale

Lodestar Fund Managers

Bought Matrix Fund Managers’ 49% stake in the business

Taquanta Asset Managers

Wholly acquired Ngwedi Investment Managers
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d. Exits and entrants to the survey
Entrants

Public
markets

Private
markets

Public
markets

Private
markets

Aequalis Asset Management
Amada Investment Managers
Blue Alpha
Catalyst Fund Managers
Effectus Capital
IDF Capital
Index Solutions
Infra Impact Investment Managers
Lapis Fund Managers
Legacy Africa Fund Managers
Mahlako a Phahla Investments
Mazi Asset Management
Pilanehurst Asset Managers
Sanlam Investments excluding Sanlam Multi-Management

Exits
Ascension Capital Partners
Bopa Moruo Private Equity Fund Managers
Crede Capital Partners
Eklavya Asset Managers
Fortitudine Vincimus Capital Advisors
FyreFem Fund Managers
Idwala Capital
Moshe Capital
Ngwedi Investment Managers
RH Managers

For this reporting period, there were 15 new entrants and 10 exits. Amongst the entrants, Sanlam Investments, Catalyst
Fund Managers and Blue Alpha met the criteria for participation for the first time. Mazi Asset Management and Legacy
Africa Fund Managers re-entered following a hiatus. Notable exits include Ngwedi Investment Managers who were
acquired and absorbed by Taquanta Asset Managers. Other exits were due to non-completion of the survey questionnaire
by the cut-off date, general disinterest, no longer meeting our criteria for participation and some experiencing sustainability
challenges due to unsuccessful asset gathering.
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a

e. Public markets participants
Fund manager

1

AUM
Years in
Total staff % of Total
operation (ZAR Millions) headcount AUM

1 Sanlam Investment Management*

53.67

R329 669

404

28.59%

2 Taquanta Asset Managers

21.77

R236 916

46

20.55%

3 Prescient Investment Management

22.84

R103 784

51

9.00%

4 Aluwani Capital Partners

5.58

R97 179

34

8.43%

5 Vunani Fund Managers

21.95

R54 727

34

4.75%

6 Mazi Asset Management

9.44

R37 154

36

3.22%

7 Kagiso Asset Management

19.59

R36 442

44

3.16%

8 Mergence Investment Managers

16.76

R34 080

48

2.96%

9 Argon Asset Management

16.26

R29 063

31

2.52%

10 Sentio Capital Management

14.01

R20 318

20

1.76%

11 Aeon Investment Management

16.16

R17 257

10

1.50%

12 Terebinth Capital

8.25

R13 630

9

1.18%

13 Catalyst Fund Managers

14.64

R13 290

7

1.15%

14 Meago Asset Managers

15.30

R11 263

12

0.98%

15 Mianzo Asset Management

10.92

R10 673

15

0.93%

16 Perpetua Investment Managers

8.75

R9 577

24

0.83%

17 Prowess Investment Managers

12.59

R8 937

10

0.78%

18 All Weather Capital

13.17

R8 669

14

0.75%

19 Value Capital Partners

5.00

R8 657

18

0.75%

20 Balondolozi Investment Services

11.22

R7 686

14

0.67%

21 Benguela Global Fund Managers

8.36

R7 228

17

0.63%

22 Blue Alpha

17.97

R6 307

12

0.55%

23 First Avenue Investment Management

10.42

R2 469

9

0.21%

24 Excelsia Capital

5.17

R2 343

10

0.20%

25 Afena Capital

15.67

R1 745

10

0.15%

26 Lodestar Fund Managers

6.50

R1 378

2

0.12%

27 Lima Mbeu Investment Managers

3.81

R1 163

7

0.10%

28 Cachalia Capital

9.14

R1 107

4

0.10%

29 Makalani Management Company

16.89

R780

10

0.07%

30 Effectus Capital

5.89

R670

5

0.06%

31 Independent Alternatives Investment Managers 5.91

R540

4

0.05%

32 MSM Property Fund

5.91

R520

3

0.05%

33 Index Solutions

9.75

R370

3

0.03%

34 Volantis Capital

2.03

R170

5

0.01%

35 Lunar Capital

6.46

R87

2

0.01%

36 Lapis Fund Managers

3.50

R5

3

0.00%

37 Aequalis Asset Management

8.75

R0

4

0.00%

38 Amada Investment Managers

7.00

R0

3

0.00%

R1 115 85

994

96.78%

Total

*Sanlam Investment Management including Sanlam Active Management and Index Tracking only.
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f. Private markets participants
Years in
operation

AUM
(ZAR Millions)

Total staff
headcount

% of Total
AUM

1 Sanlam Investments Alternatives

53.67

R14 142

404*

1.23%

2 Mergence Investment Managers

16.76

R2 744

48*

0.24%

3 Medu Capital

18.37

R2 523

8

0.22%

4 Makalani Management Company

16.89

R2 500

10*

0.22%

5 Third Way Investment Partners

6.08

R2 490

4

0.22%

6 Ethos Private Equity

5.72

R2 475

7

0.21%

7 Kleoss Capital

7.08

R1 850

5

0.16%

8 PAPE Fund Managers

6.33

R1 580

13

0.14%

9 Ata Capital

9.42

R1 528

9

0.13%

10 IDF Capital

13.34

R1 418

31

0.12%

11 Summit Africa

4.88

R1 100

13

0.10%

12 Tamela Capital Partners

4.79

R621

6

0.05%

13 Mahlako a Phahla Investments

6.41

R460

10

0.04%

14 Legacy Africa Fund Managers

2.75

R450

15

0.04%

15 Vuna Partners

1.49

R425

2

0.04%

16 Senatla Capital

11.09

R300

6

0.03%

17 Infra Impact Investment Managers

1.33

R250

3

0.02%

18 Sanari Capital

7.74

R150

10

0.01%

19 Khumovest

5.71

R125

7

0.01%

20 Pilanehurst Asset Managers

5.41

R0

14

0.00%

R37 131

625

3.22%

Fund manager

Total
*Overlap in headcount for managers who have public and private markets offerings.
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Sanlam Investments (excl. Multi-Management)
Taquanta Asset Managers
Prescient Investment Management
Aluwani Capital Partners
Vunani Fund Managers
Mazi Asset Management
Mergence Investment Managers
Kagiso Asset Management
Argon Asset Management
Sentio Capital Management
Aeon Investment Management
Terebinth Capital
Catalyst Fund Managers
Meago Asset Managers
Mianzo Asset Management
Perpetua Investment Managers
Prowess Investment Managers
All Weather Capital
Value Capital Partners
Balondolozi Investment Services
Benguela Global Fund Managers
Blue Alpha
Makalani Management Company
Medu Capital
Third Way Investment Partners
Ethos Private Equity
First Avenue Investment Management
Excelsia Capital
Kleoss Capital
Afena Capital
PAPE Fund Managers
Ata Capital
IDF Capital
Lodestar Fund Managers
Lima Mbeu Investment Managers
Cachalia Capital
Summit Africa
Effectus Capital
Tamela Capital Partners
Independent Alternatives Investment Managers
MSM Property Fund
Mahlako a Phahla Investments
Legacy Africa Fund Managers
Vuna Partners
Index Solutions
Senatla Capital
Infra Impact Investment Managers
Volantis Capital
Sanari Capital
Khumovest
Lunar Capital
Lapis Fund Managers
Aequalis Asset Management
Amada Investment Managers
Pilanehurst Asset Managers

ZAR Millions

a
1

g. All firms ranked by AUM
Median: R2 342.86 Million
Mean: R20 963.38 Million

R350 000

R300 000

R250 000

R200 000

R150 000

R100 000

R50 000

R0

This graph illustrates that this cohort of participants is made up of a handful of mega-firms, further pronounced by the

inclusion of Sanlam Investments, and a long tail of medium and very small firms including a number of new entrants

who have not yet gathered any assets. Of those firms managing assets, two firms manage less than R100 Million, both

of which are more than three years old - Lunar Capital and Lapis Fund Managers.
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h. Assets managed by firm size

2021

2020

Number of firms
2019

2018

2017

>300bn

1

0

0

0

0

100 to 300bn

2

2

1

1

1

50 to 100bn

2

1

2

1

1

30 to 50bn

3

3

2

2

2

15 to 30bn

3

2

3

4

3

5 to 15bn

11

11

9

6

6

1 to 5bn

15

11

13

11

11

<1bn

18

21

20

23

21

Total

55

51

50

48

45

Total AUM of firm
in ZAR Billions

With the inclusion of Sanlam Investments, we have added a >R300 Billion category. Prescient Investment Management
and Taquanta Asset Managers remain the only two managers in the plus R100 Billion club. Collectively, the three managers
represent 59% of total AUM. Congratulations to Vunani Fund Managers and Aeon Investment Management for breaking
through R50 Billion and R15 Billion respectively. Expanding beyond the R15 Billion mark remains the largest challenge
for most firms managing mandates within the public markets space. The proportion of firms managing <R1 Billion
decreased whilst those managing between R1 and R5 Billion increased.

i. Combined market share of top firms by AUM
94%

% of industry assets

100%
80%

77%

91%
74%

88%
70%

86%
69%

84%
65%

86%

83%
67%

72%

86%
73%

60%
40%
20%
0%
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Top 5

Top 10

2019

2020

2021

Concentration in the pool remained flat between 2020 and 2021 with the top five and ten firms representing 73% and
86% of overall industry assets, respectively. This was regardless of the inclusion of Sanlam Investments. The industry
remains highly concentrated and conspicuously so to managers with strong fixed income offerings - Prescient Investment
Management, Taquanta Asset Managers and Aluwani Capital Partners.
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j. Public markets - top ten firms by AUM
Rank 2021
(2020) (2019)

Fund manager

1 (*) (*)

1

Years in
operation

AUM
(ZAR Millions)

Sanlam Investment Management***

53.67

R329 669

2 (1) (1)

Taquanta Asset Managers

21.77

R236 916

3 (2) (2)

Prescient Investment Management

22.84

R103 784

4 (3) (3)

Aluwani Capital Partners

5.58

R97 179

5 (4) (5)

Vunani Fund Managers

21.95

R54 727

6 (*) (*)

Mazi Asset Management

9.44

R37 154

7 (6) (6)

Kagiso Asset Management

19.59

R36 442

8 (5) (4)

Mergence Investment Managers

16.76

R34 080

9 (7) (7)

Argon Asset Management

16.26

R29 063

10 (8) (8)

Sentio Capital Management

14.01

R20 318

Total

R979 333

*indicates new entrant to the survey

**indicates new entrant to the top 10

***Sanlam Investment Management including Sanlam Active Management and Index Tracking only

With the addition of Sanlam Investment Management and Mazi Asset Management, Aeon Investment Management and
Perpetua Investment Managers (previously ranked 9 and 10 respectively) dropped out of the top 10. The top 10 are
largely constituted of independent firms with a domestic footprint and who provide a degree of mandate specialisation.

35%

30%

28%

30%
25%

20%

20%

15%

15%

11%

9%

10%

5%

3%

5%

Sentio Capital
Management

Argon Asset
Management

Mergence Investment
Managers

Kagiso Asset
Management

Vunani Fund
Managers

Aluwani Capital
Partners

Prescient Investment
Management

0%
Taquanta Asset
Managers

Annual increase/decrease in AUM

Annual increase/decrease in top 10 AUM:

*Sanlam Investment Managers and Mazi Asset Management are excluded from this analysis as they are new entrants

Following a reversal in trend to the previous reporting period (July 2019 - June 2020) when managers with strong fixed
income offerings were rewarded as investors hunted for yield, this reporting period (July 2020 - June 2021) saw managers
with robust equity offerings benefit from the strong equity recovery. The manager who has successfully bucked the
trend for two consecutive years is Vunani Fund Managers who grew AUM by 35% in the previous period followed by 30%
in this period.
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Most significant annual increase/decrease in AUM:
350%

1

332%

300%
250%
200%
150%

118%

94%

100%

92%

90%

50%
0%
-50%
-56%

-58%

Afena Capital

First Avenue Investment
Management

Terebinth Capital

Excelsia Capital

MSM Property Fund

Lima Mbeu Investment
Managers

Independent Alternatives
Investment Managers

-100%

Several emerging asset managers experienced large swells in AUM, albeit off a low base. At the opposite end of the
spectrum, both First Avenue Investment Management and Afena Capital saw their AUM more than halve. Equity managers,
in general, can experience either positive or negative flows depending on investors’ outlook of style in reference to the
market cycle. Smaller firms can also be negatively impacted due to client concentration risk, investor short-termism,
limited product diversification and muted brand visibility.

k. Private markets - top ten firms by AUM
Rank 2021
(2020) (2019)

Fund manager

1 (*) (*)

Sanlam Investments Alternatives

53.67

R14 142

2 (*) (*)

Mergence Investment Managers

16.76

R2 744

3 (1) (*)

Medu Capital

18.37

R2 523

4 (2) (**)

Makalani Management Company

16.89

R2 500

5 (4) (3)

Third Way Investment Partners

6.08

R2 490

6 (2) (2)

Ethos Private Equity

5.72

R2 475

7 (9) (8)

Kleoss Capital

7.08

R1 850

8 (6) (5)

PAPE Fund Managers

6.33

R1 580

9 (5) (4)

Ata Capital

9.42

R1 528

10 (*) (*)

IDF Capital

13.34

R1 418

Total
*indicates new entrant to the survey

Years in
operation

AUM
(ZAR Millions)

R33 250
**indicates new entrant to the top 10

The Alternatives franchise within Sanlam Investments enters the top 10 with R14 Billion. IDF Capital, a women-owned
and -led firm founded by Polo Leteka also entered the top 10. Total AUM nearly doubled from the previous reporting
period to R33.25 Billion.
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l. Black asset management market share of the overall savings pool
in South Africa
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It is important to note that there are no official sources for this statistic. The values provided below are from a range
of sources that report at different times. Overall size has improved from the previous reporting period due to the strong
recovery in capital markets.

Total size of regulated savings stocks excluding banks, short-term insurance
and medical schemes:
R10 000
R8 378

R6 000
R4 000

R2 663

R2 886

R3 015

R2 164
-R1 818

-R533

Underwritten
Retirement Funds

R2 000

Institutional Investments
in CIS Portfolios

ZAR Billions

R8 000

R0

Retirement Funds: FSCA Active Funds List, September 2021

Total

Long-Term Insurance

Collective Investment
Schemes

Sources:

Public Investment
Corporation

Retirement Funds

-R2 000

Public Investment Corporation: Integrated Annual Report, 2020
Collective Investment Schemes: ASISA, June 2021 Long-Term
Insurance: ASISA, December 2020

Observations:

100%
90%

A sizeable portion of the assets of a few large institutional

80%

investors such as the Public Investment Corporation, Eskom

70%

Pension and Provident Fund and the Metal Industries Benefit

60%

Funds administrators are managed internally. We estimate

50%

that, collectively, R1.8 Trillion is managed internally. Black

40%

market share of the total pool including and excluding

30%

internally managed assets are 14% and 20% respectively.

20%

However, concentration within the sector is staggeringly

10%

high where, outside of the Top 5, the remaining 50 asset

0%

managers manage an estimated 4%-5% of the overall savings
pool.

4%
10%

5%
15%

Excluding internally
Including internally
managed institutional managed institutional
assets
assets
Market share of top 5
Black-owned asset
managers

Market share of
remaining 50 Blackowned asset managers
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m. Black asset manager market share of the unit trust industry in
South Africa
R2 886

R3 000

ZAR Billions

R2 500

Total AUM of
ZAR CIS funds

R2 535

R2 409

Total AUM of
ZAR CIS funds
managed by
Black-owned
asset
managers

R2 000
R1 500
R1 000
R500

R389

R221

R185

R0
2019

2020

2021

According to ASISA, the total value of ZAR denominated CIS portfolios as at 30 June 2021 was R2.9 Trillion up 14% from
R2.53 Trillion recorded at the end of June 2020. The uptick in AUM was a result of the recovery in the financial markets
following the COVID-19 selloff of Feb-Mar 2020. Black asset managers’ market share of this total currently stands at
13.5%, having increased by 5% following the inclusion of Sanlam Investment Management.

CIS management company market share - top 10:

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

2015

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Allan Gray

Ninety One

Stanlib

Coronation

Nedgroup

Old Mutual

Sanlam

10.0%

9.8%

9.7%

9.0%

8.0%

6.7%

5.9%

Allan Gray

Stanlib

Coronation

Ninety One

Nedgroup

Old Mutual

10.7%

10.0%

9.6%

9.3%

8.3%

6.4%

Allan Gray

Coronation

Stanlib

Ninety One

Nedgroup

12.2%

10.2%

9.7%

8.3%

7.6%

Allan Gray

Coronation

Stanlib

Ninety One

12.3%

10.7%

9.3%

Allan Gray

Coronation

12.1%

11.0%

Coronation
12.0%

9

10

Absa

BCI

Prescient

5.2%

4.8%

4.1%

Sanlam

Absa

Prescient

Prudential

6.1%

5.7%

4.1%

3.7%

Old Mutual

Sanlam

Absa

Prudential

Prescient

7.0%

6.5%

5.4%

4.5%

3.7%

Nedgroup

Old Mutual

Sanlam

Absa

Prudential

Prescient

8.0%

7.8%

7.2%

6.7%

5.6%

4.9%

3.5%

Stanlib

Ninety One

Nedgroup

Old Mutual

Sanlam

Absa

Prudential

Foord

9.7%

8.7%

7.8%

7.3%

5.9%

4.8%

4.6%

3.5%

Allan Gray

Stanlib

Ninety One

Old Mutual

Nedgroup

Sanlam

Absa

Prudential

Foord

11.8%

10.1%

8.5%

7.9%

7.0%

5.5%

4.7%

4.6%

4.0%

Coronation

Allan Gray

Stanlib

Ninety One

Old Mutual

Nedgroup

Sanlam

Absa

Prudential

Foord

13.2%

12.0%

11.7%

8.4%

8.0%

6.7%

5.4%

4.8%

4.6%

3.8%

*Data as at 31 March 2021

On average, the top ten management companies account for 73% of total CIS AUM and have held onto their rankings
with Allan Gray dominating the top position for the past 5 years. The only Black-owned firm appearing on this quilt is
Prescient, who entered the top 10 in 2018 and have subsequently moved to tenth position in 2021.
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n. Black asset manager market share of the private markets industry
in South Africa
250

While private markets fundraising for South Africa and
206

ZAR Billions

200

Africa more broadly has been very challenging, in South

184

171

Africa the trend of more Black managed private markets
funds coming to market has continued. This has meant

150

that such funds are slowly starting to make up a greater
100

proportion of the private markets AUM. The latest SAVCA

50
15

19

2019

2020

37

industry report reflects the size of AUM in South African
private markets as R205.7 Billion, meaning that the total

0

capital raised of R37 Billion by Black fund managers

Total SAVCA industry AUM

2021

Total AUM of private equity
funds managed by Blackowned asset managers

responding to the survey is approximately 18% of the
market.

*SAVCA data as at 31 December, Black asset manager data as at 30 June

o. Demographics of all employees
100%

Non-SA Female

90%

Non-SA Male

% of firms

80%

SA Other Gender

70%

SA Female White

60%

SA Female Coloured

50%

SA Female Indian

40%

SA Female African

30%

SA Male White

20%

SA Male Coloured

10%

SA Male Indian
SA Male African

0%

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

2021

Gender demographics across the industry have remained largely unchanged. For the first time we have included “Other”
to acknowledge diversity and disengage entrenched systemic biases prevalent in our society. Studies have repeatedly
demonstrated that portfolios managed by diverse teams generally yield better outcomes and that the pursuit of financial
returns and social value are not mutually exclusive. Investors are also prioritising diversity requirements as they adopt
more inclusive practices. For insight into the benefits of investing with diverse teams, refer to our opinion piece titled
“Diversity, Equity and Inclusion in Asset Management”.
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p. Participation and AUM by province

Johannesburg:
36 firms
R226.03 Billion AUM

Cape Town:
19 firms
R926.65 Billion AUM

Although the city of Cape Town remains the leading centre of asset management activity in South Africa, Johannesburg
headquartered firms have dominated in terms of new market entrants over the last decade. The disruption brought on
by COVID-19 has led to an operational shift of working from home, calling into question the use of office spaces and
potentially leading to some form of decentralisation of workspaces in the future.

q. B-BBEE contribution level
100%

Non-Compliant
8

80%
% of firms

7
6

60%

5
40%

4
3

20%

2
0%

1
2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

The criteria for participation in the survey is at least 51% Black ownership. Most respondents are classified as EMEs and
QSFIs and therefore automatically qualify under the FSC for either a level 1 or 2 rating, depending on their level of Black
ownership. There are a few large enterprises in the survey pool, one of which holds a level 3 rating.
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r. Total headcount vs AUM

1

1400

1400
1157

1000

1000

800

668
586

600

563

800
638
600

466

400
200

1200

216

152

299

273

239

332

346

ZAR Billions

Total staff headcount

1200

400
200

0

0
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

152

216

239

273

299

332

346

466

586

563

668

638

1157

Total staff
headcount

415,5 490,3 579,1 667,8 1153

Total AUM

91,4

134,1 164,8 184,6 253,1 283,1

309,2 408,3

Participating firms collectively support 1 157 jobs, of which Sanlam Investments represent 35%. Excluding new survey
entrants, the dataset suggests that firms have adapted and displayed resilience during the pandemic as jobs were not
lost over the period. The five largest independent employers are:

Asset manager

Number of jobs

1. Prescient Investment Management

51

2. Mergence Investment Managers

48

3. Taquanta Asset Managers

46

4. Kagiso Asset Management

44

5. Mazi Asset Management

36

Interestingly, Vunani Fund Managers, who experienced a 30% jump in AUM over the period, did not increase their
headcount. This may intimate that asset managers are optimising efficiencies and achieving scale through digitally
transforming their operations and processes.

s. Company profitability
100%
90%
80%

There was a six-percentage point reversal in firm profitability.
42%

38%

32%

24%

30%

This is largely due to the number of new entrants who are in
their early stages of development and asset gathering.

% of firms

70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

58%

63%

68%

76%

70%

20%
10%

No

0%
2017

2018

2019

2020

Yes

2021
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t. Trends in public markets asset allocation
100%
90%
% of industry assets

80%

Offshore

70%

Multi-Asset Class (Absolute
Return and Balanced)

60%

South Africa Listed Property

50%

South Africa Money Market

40%
30%

South Africa Fixed Income

20%

South Africa Equity

10%
0%
2010 2011

2012

2013

2014

2015 2016

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

This graph displays the trend in asset allocation of the top six investment strategies collectively employed by public
markets participants since 2010. An important point to highlight, which we will explore later under Public Markets (Fund
Facts), is that all the strategies have increased in size (Rand value) over the past decade. The mix displayed above,
however, has changed substantially. Money market and fixed income strategies outpaced other strategies and now
account for nearly half of the assets allocated to Black managers, a significant leap from just about a third a decade ago.
The growth in fixed income came at the expense of the share of domestic equities. Asset allocators’ attitudes towards
risk and their return expectation as well capital market developments have contributed to this trend. Risk-on sentiment
and a significant drop in money market yields following drastic cuts in the repo rate by the South African Reserve Bank
last year precipitated a rotation out of money market funds into fixed income and equities which is evident in the graph.
The offshore strategy remains disappointingly small relative to other strategies, despite an increase in the number of
Black managers in the space over the last decade. The causal drivers are wide and varied with the lack of diversity in
investment strategies offered being the largest drawback. Most firms with offshore offerings can be classified as value
or quality. Growth which has been the best performing style over the past decade, is almost non-existent; meaning that
asset allocators requiring exposure to the style would have to look elsewhere. Hence managers will need to be creative
to lure asset allocators’ interests and win mandates in this highly competitive space dominated by heavily resourced
global investment houses.
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How COVID-19 is reshaping
asset management in South
Africa
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COVID-19 has had an unprecedented impact on almost every sector of the economy. The lockdown, social distancing
norms, work from home policies, and restrictions on public gatherings disrupted the norm or what we thought was the
norm. Some businesses have flourished, while some were pushed to the brink. Globally, mega technology companies
mostly in North America and China benefited from the pandemic-related demand such as COVID-19 treatments and
testing, digital entertainment, and e-commerce. This group of companies experienced a sharp surge in demand which
was well rewarded by investors who pushed their share prices higher during most of 2020. On the other end of the
spectrum were banks, telecommunications, energy, the travel sector, and its related aerospace suppliers which are
heavily leveraged to GDP performance and or people mobility. The discovery of several effective COVID-19 vaccines has
since arrested the decline in some of the sectors in the latter group.
The global asset management industry had quite a ride but seems to have weathered the storm nicely. Despite taking
a hit in AUM and by extension fees in the early phase of the crisis and enduring extreme volatility, the recovery was swift.
A study by McKinsey estimated that global AUM reached a new peak of $92.5 Trillion in 2020 from $83.3 Trillion at the
end of the previous year driven by a combination of favourable net flows and rising markets. We observed a similar
trend in South Africa. However, like any other black swan, COVID-19 triggered structural and transitory changes in the
asset management industry. We discuss some of the trends observed by participating firms next.

a. Office models
100%

9%
24%

24%

80%

30%

20%

% of firms

19%
17%

60%
40%

67%

54%

20%
0%

Yes

83%

59%

9%
Plan to or have
already given up all
physical office space

61%

17%
Plan to or have
already reduced
office space

7%
Allow all employees
the choice to work
from home

Allow some
employees the choice
to work from home

Plan to or have
reduced capacity

No
Will monitor situation

One of the distinct changes brought on by the pandemic is the complete disruption of the traditional office model as
companies shifted to remote working on the back of lockdowns, social distancing rules and other health-related measures.
Use of certain technologies - video conferencing, for instance - which were available before the pandemic accelerated.
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Our findings show that while asset managers have embraced remote working arrangements, a small minority are ready
to let go of some or all of their physical workspace. Notably, most of those who intend to or have reduced their office
space are largely smaller asset managers with small teams who may have been motivated by the potential cost savings
from shutting down their physical offices. Most large firms show no intention of completely downsizing their office space.
Instead, the majority of firms are opting for a middle-ground approach where they will allow a little of both for some
or all employees. The logic behind this blended office model is plain; it lets businesses support employee safety and
well-being while also getting the benefits that come along with having a central, physical workspace.

b. Impact on the culture of an organisation
100%
20%
80%

39%

% of firms

17%
60%

54%

46%

39%

4%
6%

40%
57%

9%

15%

63%

20%

41%

44%

46%

Employee
productivity

New idea generation
and innovation

Communication
amongst employees

0%

Same

Collaboration and
camaraderie
between employees

Employee mental
health

Worse
Better

Contrary to trends observed globally, our results seem to suggest that the pandemic has not severely disrupted the work
culture of South African asset managers as the majority reported no changes and or improvements in their work culture.
What we found remarkably interesting here is that a relatively small proportion of managers, 17%, reported that the
pandemic worsened their employees’ mental health. Globally the proportion of those who flagged a spike in mental
health issues is much higher. The shift to remote working blurred the lines between work and home with bedrooms
and home offices becoming both dining and conference rooms. This "always-on" work culture has been found to have
escalated personal- and work-related stress. The survey only scratches the surface on the complexity of mental health.
Firms that embraced work from home may have to innovate to help employees adapt to this evolving reality, including
enhancing support benefits, promoting mental-health breaks during the workday, and encouraging employees to openly
discuss coping challenges. Communication amongst employees was affected negatively but not severely.
A major deterrent to remote working in the early phase of the pandemic was the fear that it would lower productivity.
This hypothesis was debunked as almost all the firms in the survey did not experience any slump in productivity. In fact,
more than half experienced an improvement in productivity. Other aspects of workspace culture were not hurt.
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c. Work from anywhere has opened the talent pipeline beyond South Africa
11%

Unsurprisingly, almost nine out of ten participants think that remote
No
Yes

working has increased their opportunity for recruiting the best talent from
across the world. While this makes a lot of sense there are several practical
hurdles for asset managers to overcome before they can tap into that
global talent. One that comes to mind is the regulatory framework that
governs remote workers which is often a deterrent for potential applicants
and the other is South Africa’s internal focus on job creation. Also, opening
the floodgates may result in a lot more applicants which can make it even
more difficult to find top talent, especially if receiving more applicants

89%

slows the hiring process. And an important question will also be around
the competitiveness of salaries offered by local asset managers against
global counterparts.

d. Digital integration
Where in the digital transformation cycle would you position your firm?
100%

% of firms

80%

4%

Not a strategic priority
Mature (fully automated systems)

44%
Busy transitioning (process of
migration has begun)

60%

At the start (only beginning to
think about digital migration)

40%
46%
20%
0%

6%

A common feature early in the pandemic was how institutions, with their feet to the fire, adopted more digital practices
over a noticeably short period of time than they had in years. Asset managers had to find alternatives for marketing and
distribution of their products as well as report backs to clients and technology was the answer. That initial scramble has
matured into a year of digital transformation. Encouragingly, 44% of respondents are confident that their digital
transformation has matured. Another 46% are busy transitioning while only a tiny 4% does not consider digital
transformation as a priority. When tying responses to this question to other questions in the survey we noticed that
most of those who are high up the digital transformation curve reported better outcomes during the pandemic. They
reported improvements in several work culture aspects discussed previously.
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In which areas are you leveraging technology the most?
100%

8%
11%

16%

% of firms

80%

38%

24%

16%

5%

27%
60%
40%

24%

70%

22%
11%

41%

38%

41%

11,43%
16%
14%

20%
0%

43%

19%

16%

5%

11%

Optimise cost
efficiencies
through
automation

Access new
customer
segments and
expanding
distribution

Key: 5-most, 1-least

Artificial
intelligence monitor
investor
behaviour
1

2

3

32%

11%
11%

Smart beta type
products

Deepen and
enhance client
relationships

4

19%

5%
3%
3%

Portfolio
management
process

5

To better understand how organisations are harnessing technology we asked the respondents to rank areas where they
are finding technological innovations most useful. An overwhelming majority of asset managers are using technology
to enhance their portfolio management processes. Here nine out of 10 participants ranked portfolio management high
(4 and 5). Generally, more firms are looking beyond traditional risk management models and developing systems capable
of detecting and handling market anomalies. There is growing interest on systems that can produce early warnings and
enable more advanced portfolio construction, going beyond a mere look back at historical data. A significant number
of asset managers are also leveraging technology to optimise cost structures and client engagements, a trend which
started before COVID-19. Interestingly, a minority say they are using technology for artificial intelligence (AI) to monitor
investor behaviour. AI may be very useful in the retail space, but data privacy laws limit the extent to which asset managers
can exploit this tool.

Future of virtual client communication:
100%

Undoubtably, the pandemic has upended a business built
on face-to-face meetings over lunches, golf, roadshows,

% of firms

80%

and large industry events. Under normal circumstances,
78%

60%
91%

crisscrossing the country to give feedback to clients and

40%

to target new business. Instead, the focus has shifted to
2%
20%

20%
0%

investment management professionals would be

9%
Virtual sales process
for new business is
here to stay

video calls and webinars. This is a new normal, as most
of the respondents intend to adopt a blend of virtual and
face-to-face models for report backs and sales. However,

Virtual performance
report back is here to
stay

Hybrid of virtual and face to face

the lack of face-to-face time may require asset managers
to rethink how they will structure their business
development efforts.

No
Yes
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Has the pandemic compelled your organisation to rethink its cybersecurity
strategy?
19%
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Adoption of technology across a wider range of business functions comes
at a cost not only for the equipment but the security systems, personnel
No
Yes

and insurance required to protect against cyber-attacks. The bulk of
respondents confirmed that they were compelled to rethink their cyber
security strategy.

81%

e. Capital market trends to look out for going into 2022
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A primary beneficiary of the pandemic has been sustainable investing. Indeed, investors’ interest in sustainable investing
was gathering pace already - dedicated sustainable funds has grown rapidly in recent years - but COVID-19 has accelerated
the trend. According to Morningstar1, sustainability-dedicated funds in the US recorded $21 Billion in net inflows, just
shy of the total amount for the entirety of 2019 (which was a record - four times the previous record for a calendar year).
Globally, total net assets in sustainability dedicated funds rose by almost 75% from $1.74 Trillion at the end of 2019 to
over $3 Trillion at the close of the second quarter of this year with most of the growth coming from new money. Broadly
defined ESG funds performed even better. South African asset owners have been laggards to this trend; sustainability
dedicated funds domiciled in South Africa recorded net outflows over the period. However, this could be due to several
structural issues in this space rather than a lack of appetite.
Nonetheless, our results seem to suggest that an alignment with global trends is possible in 2022. We asked respondents
to vote for the trends they expect to dominate (or not) the investment landscape in 2022 and almost all expect ESG (96%)
and impact investing (94%) to trend the most in 2022. Both aspects fall squarely within the realm of sustainable investing.

1

https://www.morningstar.com/articles/994219/sustainable-funds-continue-to-rake-in-assets-during-the-second-quarter
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While any poll over the past few years was most likely to arrive at a similar conclusion, we cannot rule out COVID-19 as
a key agent of the skew in the results. Pandemics and general ESG risks are generally viewed through a similar lens in
terms of impact. The UN PRI's Fiona Reynolds2 argued in her article she wrote last year that the pandemic has served
as the first real proof-point that sustainability can future-proof investments and in some cases boost returns, all while
helping to shape a better future. This line of thinking could be a key driver in the observed acceleration in sustainable
investing.
Many participants in the survey also expect industry consolidation to intensify in 2022. Consolidation in the asset
management industry is being driven by fee compression, skills, product, rising costs associated with regulation and a
desire for scale. The pandemic may have armed some of these drivers to the detriment of some firms. In South Africa
merger and acquisition activity during the reporting period was driven mostly by changes in the shareholder base and
access to skills and products. While consolidation in the asset management industry has been viewed positively elsewhere,
it is different here due to the topography of the sector where a handful of managers manage the bulk of assets. High
levels of consolidation undermine competition and could derail progress in transforming the industry in cases where
Black-owned managers are taken over by larger incumbents.
Close to eight out of ten firms expect investments into and consideration of private markets and real assets to accelerate
in 2022. Private markets can serve as particularly good portfolio diversifiers and long-term alpha generators. There is
also strong institutional support from the large industry retirement funds to back investment into infrastructure to
accelerate economic growth and job creation and benefit from potentially strong long-term investment returns.
Passive funds tracking equity and bond indexes, which have proven highly popular with investors in recent years, are
expected to take somewhat of a back seat relative to other themes like ESG. Here, asset managers' bitter experience
with such products last year may have influenced this view. Passive funds were exposed to the full extent of market
volatility from the beginning of the crisis and suffered significant losses in value throughout February and March 2020,
which may have dented their reputation. But we can also not ignore the fact that most of the responding firms in the
survey make most of their fees from actively managed products.
A somewhat surprising result is that less than half of respondents expect cryptocurrencies to advance their dominance
in 2022. Since 2009, cryptocurrencies have grown from strength to strength. The creation of the first decentralised peerto-peer payment system, Bitcoin, led to the booming of a novel set of payment services. This past year was a milestone
for this asset class as the profits crypto investors earned heightened the interests of investors and regulators worldwide.
But it is more than just the profit motive which is driving the theme. It is also the broad adoption by a wide range of
important stakeholders. For example, El Salvador passed legislation establishing Bitcoin as a legal tender. More nations
in Latin America are also indicating interest and will potentially follow suit. Wells Fargo has started promoting digital
currencies to some of its wealthy clients. JPMorgan Chase & Co. has for most of this year been on the hunt for cryptosavvy candidates to fill a growing number of digital asset crossover jobs. It is therefore difficult to see cryptocurrencies
not dominating in the short- to medium-term.

2

https://www.unpri.org/pri-blog/covid-19-accelerates-esg-trends-global-investors-confirm/6372.article
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f. Ranking of potential risks facing South African asset managers
going into 2022
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When it comes to risk factors, respondents are mostly concerned about South Africa’s macroeconomic framework:
sluggish economic trajectory, stretched balance sheet, micro-macro policy disconnect and overall political risks. Most
respondents rated these factors as medium to high risk. Asset managers have expressed similar concerns in our previous
surveys, which is not surprising. South Africa is facing an economic and fiscal crisis which the government seemingly
does not have a solution for. The risk of a “political black swan” is also cropping up as factional battles within the ANC
heats up.
Asset managers also see growth stagnation and decline in the savings pool as a major risk. South Africa has a welldocumented low savings rate. Its gross nominal savings rate has fallen sharply from around 36% in the 80s to a meagre
18%, below an average of 30% for middle-income peers. Low savings rates do not only impede economic growth but
also growth in the asset pool for local asset managers. At the time of writing, government’s push for a key regulatory
change that will allow South Africans to access their retirement funds early will compound the already weak position.
Asset managers also see ongoing fee compression, continued delistings on the JSE and migration to umbrella funds as
key risks. Overall, investors are least concerned about the National Treasury’s proposal to amend Regulation 28 of the
Pension Funds Act to among other things make it easier for pension funds to invest in infrastructure projects. More than
half rated this as low risk.
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What is diversity, equity and inclusion (”DEI”)?

1

“Diversity is the presence of differences that may include race, gender, religion, sexual orientation, ethnicity,
nationality, socioeconomic status, language, (dis)ability, age, religious commitment, or political perspective.
Populations that have been-and remain- underrepresented among practitioners in the field and marginalised
in the broader society.

Equity is promoting justice, impartiality and fairness within the procedures, processes, and distribution of
resources by institutions or systems. Tackling equity issues requires an understanding of the root causes of
outcome disparities within our society.

Inclusion is an outcome to ensure those that are diverse actually feel and/or are welcomed. Inclusion
outcomes are met when you, your institution, and your program are truly inviting to all. To the degree to which
diverse individuals are able to participate fully in the decision-making processes and development opportunities
within an organisation or group.”

Simply put, diversity is ensuring that all the varied differences among people are recognised and embraced and not used
to discriminate against anyone. Equity is making certain that processes are impartial and fair, providing equal opportunities
to every individual. Diversity and equity are coupled with inclusion to ensure that diverse elements are given a voice,
allowing diversity to be used to everyone’s advantage. It is no good embracing diversity and then not including that
diversity in core functions and activities. If there is no equity and inclusion it is window dressing, and not true diversity.

DEI is imprinted in the Constitution of South Africa
2

Section 9 of the Bill of Rights covers all forms of discrimination where a “non-derogable right to equality with respect to
unfair discrimination solely on the grounds of race, colour, ethnic or social origin, sex, religion or language” is outlined. The
preamble to the Bill of Rights states that “We, the people of South Africa, Recognise the injustices of our past; Honour those
who suffered for justice and freedom in our land; Respect those who have worked to build and develop our country; and believe
that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, united in our diversity.” Thus, DEI is acknowledged and is also represented in
the South African flag and the national anthem with the flag being the only six coloured flag in the world, intended to
reflect our diversity and unity.

DEI risk in investment management teams
Portfolio management decisions are driven by individual risk appetite formed by the experiences of every individual and
their cognitive biases. Cognitive biases are mental “shortcuts” that happen unconsciously and allow humans to process
the trillions of pieces of information that we receive on an ongoing basis. Psychologist Daniel Kahneman wrote a book
entitled Thinking Fast and Slow3. The thinking fast is what he calls System 1 thinking that relies on these mental shortcuts
and thinking slow is System 2 or more deliberate and logical decision making. Without us being aware of it, we are, most
of the time, being “run” by unconscious System 1 rather than conscious or System 2 processes. In the past, our ancestors

1

https://dei.extension.org/

2

https://www.gov.za/documents/constitution-republic-south-africa - 1996

3

Kahneman, Daniel. (2011). Thinking, Fast and Slow. Macmillan. ISBN 978-1-4299-6935-2.
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needed this type of thinking to be able to react to a critical situation and decide on a flight, fight or freeze response
and those decisions are generally made rapidly, based on past experiences as to what worked, and our belief
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system. Some common biases include:

Bandwagon Effect
where people do or believe something or someone based on what other people think and do. It leads to jumping
to conclusions, group think, belief in non-factual or incorrect issues, taking decisions with high risk, losing out
on opportunities and taking decisions without credible information. Example: I read this in several places so it
must be true.

Sunk Cost Fallacy
where something is continued because effort or resources have already been put into it. It can lead to the
continuation of activities that should be stopped, wastage of resources and a negative impact on agility because
new and maybe more beneficial activities are not started. Example: We should see this through to the end.

Optimism Bias
the tendency to over-estimate the probability of success and generally having a more positive outlook on issues.
This can lead to chasing unattainable objectives and taking risk by so doing. It can also result in a waste of
resources and negatively impact reputation. Example: We can make this happen.

Confirmation Bias
where people focus on information that confirms pre-existing beliefs and downplays anything that does not
fit with that belief. This can lead to incorrect assumptions, an inability to recognise emerging risks and lower
agility. It also builds resistance to change. Example: Most of our simulations show no problems.

This means that different sets of people can make very different decisions as no one individual is the same as another
when it comes to thinking processes and biases. To prevent cognitive bias and “fast” or System 1 thinking, investment
teams should comprise a diverse set of people with differing views. This diversity should go beyond commonly addressed
diversity issues such as gender, race, age, sexual orientation or economic status. As it speaks to the core of how people
think, additional diversity issues which can have a fundamental impact on cognitive bias are also key, such as:
• Personality type
• Training and skills
• Country of origin and citizen status in country of residence
• Disability
• Upbringing
• Cognitive diversity e.g., linear thinker or systemic thinker
Some of these diversity elements are difficult to see and are often not used to distinguish diversity and so they are
frequently overlooked. They can, however, have a profound effect on decision making as people tend to gravitate and
work with people that are similar to them and this includes people who think like them. This is known as functional bias.
Functional bias can thus lead to low innovation levels as everyone agrees with everyone else, as well as fostering the
dreaded group think.
How diversity translates to inclusion is critical, as the benefit of diversity cannot be realised if individuals are not enabled
to give their opinions and if those opinions are not taken seriously and listened to. The process of challenging the status
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quo is a vital part of any investment decision-making process, so ensuring active participation of a diverse
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range of people optimises the benefits and ensures that a range of perspectives and insights are included.
In a Harvard Business Review paper entitled “Teams solve problems quicker when they are cognitively diverse”4 it was

found that more cognitive diversity meant better and faster problem solving. The ability of teams to problem solve and
innovate, in general, is found to boost agility and resilience, characteristics strong investment teams tend to demonstrate.

Diversity of C-Suite in South Africa
a. Demographics of executive positions in survey respondent firms
Our findings show that the two most important positions in the firm, that of CEO and Head of the Investment Team are
held by men in majority of firms. Interestingly, whilst Black men dominate the position of CEO, when it comes to leading
the investment team, this is shared with non-Black SA and non-SA men. Across all four C-Suite positions women are
represented the most in the CFO role.
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b. Demographics of executive positions in the top 100 JSE companies
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Only 5 CEOs of the top 100 companies listed on the JSE by market capitalisation are women of which two are Black. There
are 18 women CFOs. Men hold 95% and 82% of CEO and CFO positions respectively.

4

Reynolds, Allison and Lewis, David. (2017). ”Teams solve problems quicker when they are cognitively diverse”. Harvard Business Review 30 March 2017.
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How DEI can drive profitability and enhance an asset manager’s brand
A strong business case exists as to why DEI should be embedded into organisational strategy, no matter where in the
world you operate. Given South Africa’s history and legislative environment, embedding DEI into company strategy is
an essential part of any organisation’s “licence to operate”. It is, however, becoming increasingly evident that, to realise
any business benefits, it is essential to move beyond a compliance mindset and embrace inclusion. More needs to be
done to realise the full potential of DEI, particularly in South Africa’s very unequal society. Actively addressing and
incorporating DEI into day-to-day business activities and strategy can mean the realisation of many additional benefits,
which we explore next.

a. Strategic direction
There are many studies that demonstrate that having diverse thinking at senior levels in an organisation is correlated
to higher profitability. The inclusion of a mixed range of people in developing strategic processes deepens insights resulting in robust strategy and ultimately translating into stronger revenue.

b. Attracting assets under management
Investors look favourably on companies that embrace ESG (of which DEI is a core component of the social pillar) within
their businesses and in how they manage money. The importance of ESG in investment decision making has increased
exponentially over the last decade and has, in most cases, become a gatekeeper requirement.

c. Understanding and serving customer needs
The benefit of having a diverse team is that it can help understand and connect with all potential customers, providing
access to different market segments, thereby improving profitability and building business resilience and sustainability.
Diverse teams are also better suited to ensuring that barriers to engaging marginalised customers are removed and,
in so doing, promoting financial inclusion, a priority in South Africa.

d. Deal pipeline and opportunities
A diverse team can also tap into networks and opportunities that homogenous teams would not ordinarily access.

e. Attracting and retaining top talent
A study conducted by Glassdoor5 found that 67% of job seekers considered diversity when deciding upon a new job.
Hiring a diverse set of the best talent undoubtedly increases profitability, but window dressing is not enough and, if true
inclusion is not part of the organisational culture, then profitability will be negatively impacted.

f. Avoiding costs
A non-inclusive team culture can lead to increased staff turnover, resulting in an increase in recruitment and retraining
costs, together with a temporary loss of productivity. The hidden costs are not generally accounted for, and these can
include a loss of reputation as well as having a negative impact on an organisation’s ability to attract new talent.
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g. Leveraging innovation
An Accenture6 study carried out in 2020 stated that “South Africa’s industries are more vulnerable than most - 85% of
South African companies are vulnerable to future disruption versus 70 percent globally”. Although South Africa is a very
diverse nation, these findings show that we are not always positively leveraging that diversity and this could point to
diversity without true inclusion, a necessity to drive innovation.

Diversity leadership - what new mindsets are needed?
There are many good reasons for the integration of DEI in any organisation, yet progress has been painstakingly slow
in many sectors and many parts of the world. Here we explore some of the reasons holding back progress.

a. Culture eats strategy for breakfast
Peter Drucker7 famously said, “culture eats strategy for breakfast” and this statement speaks to the heart of the people
element in any organisation. Culture is set not by the rules in an organisation, but by people observing how others act
and react. If leaders are not fully committed to DEI, they will show that in multiple overt (not actively promoting a diverse
team around him/her) and more subtle ways (consistently discounting the opinions of diverse team members). These
behaviours are picked up by others, influence them and set a biased culture.

b. Don’t be fooled by targets
Falling into the trap of achieving diversity targets and thinking the job is done is commonplace, particularly in corporate
South Africa. However, inclusion is much more difficult to achieve and measure. Nene Molefi’s book entitled “A Journey
of Diversity and Inclusion in South Africa”8 unpacks the need for systemic change but also ways of understanding the
pain of exclusion and how people can be made to feel inadequate. If people feel they belong, then they will be able to
speak up and give their opinions in the knowledge they will not be disregarded or made to feel like a fool. If people feel
that they do not belong, then they will not stay or stay but disengage. Diversity and inclusion are therefore continuous
and ever-changing processes that cannot be managed as a tick box exercise. They both need to be managed differently
but cohesively and strategies need to go below the “on the face of it” issues to embed and integrate them into the fabric
of an organisation.

c. Look beyond functional roles
A study by Oliver Wyman9 showed that, although the numbers of women are rising in financial services, many of them
are within functional roles such as marketing, human resources, compliance etc. rather than in charge of revenue
generating businesses. This also speaks to the dearth of women-managed funds globally.

5

Glassdoor. (2014). What Job Seekers Really Think About Your Diversity and Inclusion Stats.

6

Moore, Rory and Seedat, Yusof. (2020). Winning in the Age of Disruption - Accenture Innovation Maturity Index South Africa.

7

https://newageleadership.com/culture-eats-strategy-for-breakfast/

8

Molefi, Nene. (2017). A Journey of Diversity and Inclusion in South Africa.

9

Oliver Wyman. (2020). Women in Financial Services 2020 - A Panoramic Approach.
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The products and services that worked for past generations may no longer be suitable to meet the demands of
dynamically evolving demographics. Diversity of customers requires diversity in the design of products and solutions.
A one-size-fits-all approach is no longer enough and flexibility and agility in responding to these differing needs is
essential.

e. Leaders must walk the talk
People recognise genuine passion and thus leaders that can self-reflect, understand their own biases and the impact
of their behaviour and show how true inclusion works, will be successful in leading change. Leaders also shape
organisational beliefs and so the importance of diverse and visibly inclusive leaders that build the belief that diversity
brings value, are essential for agility in a complex world.

Conclusion
DEI are key issues not only because they are the right thing to do, but because recognising and integrating them into
strategy and decision making brings multiple other benefits. There is irrefutable evidence that, by embracing diversity
and ensuring inclusion, better societies, policy, governance, profitability, and productivity will be the result. However,
only paying lip service can have the opposite impact and reduce effectiveness. It is also clear that what is meant by
diversity is varied, and the scope is expanding every day as new elements of diversity are explored, so agile and flexible
approaches are required.
The asset management industry plays a pivotal role in our economy. For the sector to grow and be sustainable we require
a structured approach with commitment from the highest levels to drive an inclusionary agenda and serve the interests
of all. The acceleration of DEI initiatives in our sector needs to move beyond measurement to action and not be viewed
as just a nice to have. If achieved there will be benefits all round.
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Fund facts
Highlights
• Total capital raised by majority Black-owned firms of R37.1 Billion
• Total capital raised by 20 firms where funds met the full definition of Black
• 65% of managers were on their first fund, 15% on Fund II and 20% on Fund III or more
• 65% of firms operate in the mid-market, and none operate in the large buyout space
• Median firm has a single investor making up 40% of capital in their current fund
• 80% of managers are currently raising a fund
• 94% of capital raised to date is from local sources
• 61% of capital raised is ultimately from local retirement funds
• DFI capital makes up only 7% of total capital raised
• 30% of managers see the current regulations as supportive to new entrants
• 80% of managers said there is a need for formal incubation of new managers
• The median size of investment teams is 4, and the median total staff is 9
• 85% of all staff employed are Black South Africans
• 88% of partner/principal level staff, 96% at associate level and 93% at analyst level, are
Black South Africans
• Fundraising and its related challenges are the biggest hurdles facing managers
• Managers continue to underplay the importance of differentiating their offering
in the market, and of giving investors value for money through fee innovation and
better incentive alignment
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a. Participants
Fund manager

1

Years in operation

AUM (ZAR Millions)

1

Sanlam Investments Alternatives

53.67

R14 142

2

Mergence Investment Managers

16.76

R2 744

3

Medu Capital

18.37

R2 523

4

Makalani Management Company

16.89

R2 500

5

Third Way Investment Partners

6.08

R2 490

6

Ethos Private Equity

5.72

R2 475

7

Kleoss Capital

7.08

R1 850

8

PAPE Fund Managers

6.33

R1 580

9

Ata Capital

9.42

R1 528

10 IDF Capital

13.34

R1 418

11 Summit Africa

4.88

R1 100

12 Tamela Capital Partners

4.79

R621

13 Mahlako a Phahla Investments

6.41

R460

14 Legacy Africa Fund Managers

2.75

R450

15 Vuna Partners

1.49

R425

16 Senatla Capital

11.09

R300

17 Infra Impact Investment Managers

1.33

R250

18 Sanari Capital

7.74

R150

19 Khumovest

5.71

R125

20 Pilanehurst Asset Managers

5.41

R0

Total

R37 131*

*Of this total, R24.1 Billion met the full qualifying criteria under the Financial Sector Code to be considered
Black Private Equity Funds.
There were 20 participants in this year’s private markets segment of the survey, matching the previous year and up from
the 15 participants in 2019. The proportion of private markets respondents now makes up 36% of all respondents (20
out of 55), down from 40% in 2020 because of greater public markets participation. While the participant numbers have
not grown in private markets, the respondents have reflected an increase in the size of capital under management, up
to R37.1 Billion from R19.3 Billion in 2020, and R15.2 Billion in 2019. It must be noted that we did receive submissions
this year from managers which met the ownership criteria as Black fund managers, but where some of their funds did
not meet the other criteria required for inclusion in the private markets analysis. These funds have been included in the
overall survey data but have been excluded in the private markets analysis.
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Those surveyed manage funds that invest across a wide range of unlisted investments, including private equity,
infrastructure and private debt. They also invest across all sectors and are mainly focused on South African investments
with a continued strong focus on the mid-market, as well as facilitating Black ownership of existing companies.
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Private markets share of total participating firms:
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Billion, meaning that the total capital raised of R37 Billion by
Black fund managers responding to the survey is
approximately 18% of the market.

Based on an analysis of the SAVCA membership directory, there are 64 members (2020:49) who self-report to be Black
fund managers, with total reported AUM of R72 Billion (2020: R53 Billion). There are several important differences to
understand when comparing these numbers. Firstly, SAVCA members often use targeted capital levels to describe fund
size rather than actual capital raised. Secondly, stricter criteria have been used in the survey than simply majority Black
ownership or a B-BBEE rating of the fund manager. And lastly there is likely some overlap in the SAVCA numbers as
these include several fund of funds.

b. COVID-19 recovery and infrastructure funding
Managers were asked for their views on some of the key industry debates around how to best fund the economic
recovery in South Africa. While there were dissenting views there was also a large degree of consensus in certain areas.
To some extent these tie into managers’ views of the risks to their own businesses, and the recognition that macroeconomic
risks loom large on the list of items that could derail their plans.

Number of firms

Retirement funds and infrastructure funding:
20

Unsurprisingly there is a high degree of consensus that
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the proposed increased limit for retirement fund
investments into private equity funds to 15% is a positive
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move. That being said, the change has also received a
high degree of support from the broader savings

5

industry as a way to channel more investment into the
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real economy.
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There was also a high degree of support for the idea
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that retirement funds should support the recovery
process. This is a recognition that retirement savings
represent large pools of capital that could have a
significant impact if invested locally in ways that provide
the necessary returns for members while enabling the
recovery. Private markets fund managers see themselves
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as a conduit for the allocation of this capital to projects and companies that can deliver these twin goals of
returns and impact.
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There was more disagreement about whether retirement funds should be pooling assets for infrastructure investment.
Why managers differed in their views was not clear, but we can speculate that there may be concerns around whether
the necessary skills or constructs would be in place to facilitate efficient allocation of this pooled capital. The majority
still supported this idea of pooling in order to bring more capital to market.
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When asked how infrastructure development should be funded there were many different views. In general respondents
were not in favour of the use of prescription to drive capital towards infrastructure investments and were strongly aligned
against the use of (presumably additional) taxes for this purpose. Issuing new government debt and accessing World
Bank capital were fairly evenly split, meaning that respondents have some degree of wariness around using these
channels. The use of Public Private Partnerships (PPPs) was strongly supported as an efficient way for infrastructure
development to take place without further stretching government and involving the private sector to bring in efficiency.

Infrastructure funding vehicles:
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Predictably, when it came to funding vehicles, all respondents were in favour of private equity vehicles being used.
Support for other funding vehicles was more mixed, with the lowest levels of support for listed equity vehicles and the
use of debt. If the country is to make a significant dent in the required level of infrastructure development, several of
these channels will be needed.
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c. Fundraising

As we have noted in previous reports, fundraising is a perpetual issue in private markets in South Africa, and particularly
for Black fund managers who tend to have shorter track records than other managers. Sixty-five percent of respondents
were either fundraising for their first fund or managing their first fund, while only 20% of respondents had reached at
least their third generation of funds. With institutional allocations to private markets still at low levels compared to
international norms, there is still significant risk of failed fundraising, even for more experienced fund managers. We
have noticed the prominence of private markets investments slowly increasing as institutional investors note concerns
around concentration, volatility and at times poor performance in domestic public markets.

Most recent generation of fund currently under management:
35%
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Managing later than Fund III
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Fundraising cycles for Black fund managers continue to be measured in years, and many cannot sustain themselves
over such long periods. Even the most experienced Black managers may be subjected to these long cycles, and some
even more so as they fall between the allocations for “incubation” as new managers and the more regular allocations
to well established managers. This is further exacerbated by the absence of both local and international development
finance institutions and the fragmented investment processes of capital allocators when it comes to investing in private
markets.
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Number of Funds

Number of funds raised:
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Eighty percent of respondents are currently fundraising, most of these for their first fund. Thirty-three funds (2020:30)
meeting the full survey criteria are managed by the 20 respondents. In total, across these qualifying funds, R24.1 Billion
(2020: R19.3 Billion) had been raised, with R14.6 Billion of this across 19 first-generation funds. While 13 of the 20
respondents are currently raising or managing their first funds, the remaining 7 firms have managed to raise capital for
subsequent funds, in all cases raising more capital in each subsequent fund than the previous one.

Change in receptiveness of different LP groups:
Change (positive)
SA pension funds
Fund of funds
Asset consultants
Local DFIs
Other local investors
International DFIs
Life companies
Other offshore investors
Wealth managers
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Participants were asked to rank the level of engagement with different categories of potential investors currently
compared to two years ago. The ranking was on a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 was most engaged and 1 least engaged. The
participants reported increased levels of engagement across all LP groups but reflected large variances between both
the overall level of receptiveness and the change over the past 2 years. Overall, SA pension funds remain the most
receptive group, followed by fund of funds and local asset consultants. Given that fund of funds and asset consultants
primarily represent pension funds, it is clear that this cohort is easily the most receptive group to Black private equity
funds. Interestingly, receptiveness from life companies, wealth managers and offshore investors all improved in contrast
to negative moves reflected in 2020 for these groups. It was also interesting to note the reasonable level of engagement
reflected from local DFIs, despite the lack of any meaningful capital coming from this channel. The receptiveness of the
different LP groups is mirrored in the actual capital raised by LP type, which shows that around 60% of capital raised is
from the local pension fund grouping of pension funds, fund of funds and consultants. “Other local investors” mainly
reflects combinations of different investor types pooled together to form a combined LP in a fund. Again, actual DFI
investment into this sector has been extremely limited historically.
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Total capital raised across all funds by LP type:
1% 2% 2%
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Geographic location of investors:
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Of the total capital raised by respondents 94% (2020:91%) was
raised locally, with over 70% of respondents reporting that they
have raised their capital exclusively from South African investors.

South Africa

It is also interesting to note that of the 6% raised outside of

North America

South Africa, almost all of this was raised more than 5 years
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ago, indicating that very little capital has been raised offshore

Africa

in recent times.
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One of the developments of the past few years has been the emergence of initiatives of pension funds either directly
or in partnership with asset managers to launch or support Black manager programmes. Such programmes may or may
not be formal incubation programmes but are set up to ensure some level of support for Black fund managers. This has
been a very important development for the private markets space where there had previously been very little support
for Black fund managers. In the current year, just over 40% of funds raised were indicated to be from programmes
specifically supporting Black fund managers.
Development finance institutions, which were so instrumental in developing the private equity industry in the past, have
not been playing a meaningful role to develop Black fund managers. In line with last year, only three respondents of
the twenty had been recipients of funding from a DFI, and only one in the past 5 years. We are aware of a new allocation
from an offshore DFI that took place after the data collection date for this survey and understand that limited further
allocation may follow in the coming years. What is very clear overall is that the predominant source of funding is local,
and that fund managers’ time is better spent with South African investors.
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The current dataset reflects a continuation of prior trends noted, that there is a large dispersion in fund sizes, with the
smallest 50% of funds having a total of R4.2 Billion (17%) of capital, with only one having no capital raised to date. The
largest quartile reported total commitments of R14 Billion (59%) of capital commitments. The median large quartile fund
size is R1.2 Billion of actual commitments, while the median achieved fund size overall came in at just under R500 Million.
It must be noted that many of the smallest fund sizes were in the process of fundraising, and that the numbers shown
reflect actual capital raised to date.

Fund sizes across vintages:
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The median Fund I across the full data set has a total of R450 Million of commitments from 4 LPs. At this level of
commitments many funds will not be sustainable over their fund lives and are unlikely to build a sufficiently diversified
portfolio in line with their respective investment strategies and prudential limits. We have noted that some funds close
early with some initial commitments while hoping to raise additional commitments to get to a sustainable level. Without
visibility on fundraising post this initial close this does create risks later in the life of these funds.
The median fund sizes for Fund II and III are far more sustainable at around R870 Million with 7 and 8 LPs respectively.
This does demonstrate that Black fund managers are able to build on the execution of a first fund to raise more capital
and diversify their LP bases in subsequent funds.
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d. Bottlenecks and barriers
A big question in the transformation efforts of the industry is the exact nature of the challenges preventing achieving a
more transformed private markets industry, and whether the market interventions being made are the right ones to
help Black fund managers to overcome these challenges. The view historically has been that difficulties related to creating
the confidence with investors and the trust required for large allocations of capital to be committed to Black fund
managers has been the single largest challenge. Respondents were asked several questions related to the challenges
they face and the support they receive to understand whether they have a fair chance of competing successfully in the
market.

Are regulations sufficient to encourage new Black private markets entrants and
build skills?
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The regulatory environment around Black private markets fund managers continue to provide significant advantages,
such as the ability to confer Black ownership onto investee companies if certain criteria are met. In theory, this should
assist portfolio companies to prosper through better B-BBEE ratings and an increased ability to do business with
customers sensitive to B-BBEE ratings such as corporates and government entities.
Thirty percent of surveyed managers felt that private equity fund regulations were appropriate to encourage new entrants
and build skills. While this was an improvement from the previous year, the high number of respondents who were
unsure around this question has decreased from the previous period, meaning that the proportion of respondents
answering negatively also increased from 30% to 50%. Our explanation for these results is the continuing tough fundraising
environment which results in long fundraising cycles and some unsustainable or failed fundraises. Those Black fund
managers who are struggling to fundraise tend to answer that regulations are not sufficient, while those showing more
fundraising success are more comfortable with the level of regulation.
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Are you able to compete fairly against incumbent GPs?
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In a significant shift from the previous year two thirds of respondents felt that they were able to compete fairly against
more established fund managers. This likely reflects the respondent base in the current year where only one respondent
has not raised any capital to date. It is also a reflection of the state of the wider private markets landscape in South
Africa, which has seen even very well-established fund managers fail to raise capital. Across the broader market the
advantages conferred upon Black private equity funds are seen as advantageous from an investment perspective and
makes funds which meet the relevant criteria more competitive in deals targeted as well as in fundraising.

Is there a need for formal incubation of new GPs?
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Despite a growing minority of fund managers saying there is not a need for formal incubation of new GPs, a full 80%
of respondents still say the need exists. In the previous survey there was overwhelming support for further interventions
to assist Black private equity managers, including making the B-BBEE Scorecard for Retirement Funds compulsory; for
the SAVCA Fund Manager Development Programme (FMDP) which aims to build skills in new management teams, and
for incubating new fund managers. During the past year the FMDP was successfully run with a total of 12 teams completing
the programme. Feedback from the programme has been encouraging and several of the teams have begun to raise
capital.
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Have LPs played an incubation role in your fund?
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Broadly in line with previous years, only one in four respondents reported having had an LP who has played a significant
incubation role to assist the manager to navigate some of the early challenges of fund raising and fund management.
From the responses received, there has been no single active LP providing this assistance across the market, but it has
rather been individual LPs assisting particular managers. In some cases, there have been more than one LP playing such
a role. However, there is a wide gap between the 80% who say incubation is required and the 20% who actually report
that this incubation is happening.
There does also seem to be a wide range of interpretations of what constitutes incubation from manager to manager,
depending on their needs. We did note that there are several funds that we would consider to be receiving significant
assistance from one or more LPs where this was not reflected in the managers’ responses. What is clearly required from
any incubation approach, is greater collaboration from potential LPs to accelerate the time taken to get a new fund to
a sustainable first close.

Biggest challenges faced by fund managers:
Fundraising
Working capital
Demonstrating a track record
Building and maintaining a team
Managing pipeline while raising funds
Fund setup costs
Licensing
Access to high calibre IC members
Back office
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As in previous editions of the survey, fundraising was clearly flagged as the biggest challenge for Black fund managers.
Seventeen of the 20 respondents cited this as a top challenge. Again, this year, managers flagged the related challenge
of first time fund managers in demonstrating a track record to prospective investors. This continues to be not only a
challenge for first time fund managers, but also in the raising of subsequent funds, if the manager has not yet exited a
number of Fund I deals to demonstrate full deal cycles and realised returns.
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The twin challenges of meeting working capital needs while building or supporting a team remain high on respondents’
lists of challenges. Managers continue to bemoan the “chicken and egg” situation of needing capital to earn fees to pay
for a team but needing a team in order to raise capital. We have noted several managers putting in place working capital
facilities to provide a solution to these challenges, but this does come with the risk of how to repay such borrowings in
the event of a failed fundraise.
The remaining risks were rated substantially lower, and it is particularly pleasing to see the challenge of obtaining licencing
diminish over the past few surveys. All managers responding to the survey now have their own licences, and many
reported that they would allow other managers to act on their licences to assist new managers to get over this regulatory
hurdle.

e. External risks facing managers
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At a business risk level, managers rated the low growth environment as the biggest threat to their businesses, followed
closely by political risk and policy uncertainty. All three of these factors affect the ability of managers to build investor
confidence in long term local investments, which is the product that the managers are selling. Ultimately it is investor
confidence in the local economy that is required to build these fund management businesses, and without this they will
continue to report the same challenges.
Factors within the investment management environment including low growth in savings, the regulatory environment
and fee compression across most asset classes were seen as slightly less serious as the macroeconomic risks facing the
country. The proposed changes to Regulation 28 as well as the challenges posed through the shrinking of the JSE and
other listed markets were seen as low risk and may even present opportunities for private markets fund managers. The
consolidation of the retirement fund industry was also flagged as a medium risk.
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f. Investment approach and track records
Areas of investment focus:
Mid-market
B-BBEE transactions
Infrastructure
Across the market
Mid-market infrastructure
SME sector
Energy
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Survey respondents were asked to indicate which strategies formed part of their approach to investing. Consistent with
last year was the predominant focus on mid-market and B-BBEE transactions, with infrastructure and energy growing
in prominence in the current year. We expect to see further development in infrastructure fund offerings in the coming
years as some of the necessary regulatory and legal hurdles are overcome. Further diversification of strategies will be
welcomed by LPs looking to support more Black fund managers and achieve exposure to a range of drivers of returns
and investment styles.

Number of deals and exits per manager:
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Eleven managers have now done at least five deals, while only 3 respondents have not yet concluded a deal. This points
to the growing maturity of the space, indicating that the median manager is now approaching the end of their first fund,
looking to raise a subsequent fund, rather than the median manager being in the early stages of their first fund. The
other side of this coin is that the median manager has not yet exited any of its investments, with 60% of the managers
indicating this in their responses. However, at least six managers have now done at least five exits.
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Number of funds

Active vs. fully exited funds:
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Seventy-five percent of respondents have not yet fully exited a fund, while one manager reported fully exiting more than
three funds. This remains a constraint for broader fundraising as some investors want to see this cycle having been
completed fully, sometimes more than once, before they will consider engaging with the manager seriously.

g. Impact
In the wake of the social and economic harm that the pandemic and its associated lockdowns have had on the country,
the impact that private markets investments can have has grown in relevance. The increase in prominence is related
to the recognition by investors that investments can have a positive or negative social and/or environmental impact.
We asked our respondents about some key impact metrics as well as how impact is being integrated into the solutions
they manage.

To what extent is impact part of the marketing of the fund?
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In considering the marketing of their most recent fund, managers reflected on the positioning of their funds with respect
to impact as a component of strategy. Seventy percent of respondents reported that impact was either the primary
market positioning of their fund, or that the fund was marketed as containing impactful elements as part of the strategy.
All the remaining respondents, bar one, said that their fund was at least expected to have a positive impact in certain
areas.
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Change in employment in portfolio companies over investment holding period:
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Change in transformation in portfolio companies over investment holding period:
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Respondents were asked about two key areas of impact particularly relevant in South Africa: employment and transformation
in their portfolio companies. The vast majority of respondents reported strong positive impact in both net employment
creation and improvement of B-BBEE scores of portfolio companies. This affirms our own experience of investing in
Black mid-market private markets funds, where the investment plans create the confidence for management to hire
new staff, and well thought out transformation plans are created and executed over the holding period of the portfolio
companies.
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Formalisation of impact commitments:
Does the firm make formal commitments relating to ESG integration
in fund formation contracts, Limited Partnership Agreements, or
in side letters when requested by investors?
Does the firm make formal commitments to transformation in
fund formation contracts, Limited Partnership Agreements, or in
side letters when requested by investors?
Does the firm seek and obtain formal commitments from portfolio
company management teams to ESG objectives as part of its
investment conditions?
Does the firm seek and obtain formal commitments from portfolio
company management teams to transformation objectives as part
of its investment conditions?
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While reported experiences of impact in net job creation and transformation are very positive to see, many LPs have
sought to bring these elements more formally into fund agreements. This is largely agreed to by fund managers and
we increasingly see these commitments formalised into partnership agreements, investment guidelines and side letters.
These commitments are then passed through onto portfolio companies and formalised into shareholders’ agreements,
transformation plans, board submissions and other relevant documents in order to ingrain impact elements into the
working and growth plans of the investee companies.

Impact measurement frameworks used:
Almost as important as creating impact is measuring it, and we asked
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respondents what measurement frameworks they use to keep track
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h. Brand building
Building a brand is an important part of the creation of any business, including fund management businesses. We asked
respondents several questions around their brand building activities including their participation in industry bodies,
market presence and advertising. Overall it must be said that these activities were at a low level, but a continuing
improvement was noted from previous years.

Brand recognition drivers:
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Respondents have a clear view that what drives the recognition of a brand within this space is primarily investment
performance. Given the long time frames to demonstrate performance in private markets investments, this does mean
that brand building is expected to take a long time. Interestingly, managers rated low fees as the least important attribute
driving brand recongnition. This is despite strong moves by institutional investors to lower investment costs across asset
classes. A recent 27four survey of instititional investors showed that lower and/or innovative fee structures in private
markets would be more attractive for all respondents.
Over and above performance it is expected that the profile of key people in the investment team is the second biggest
contributor to brand recognition. This is consistent with our understanding of both private markets and some other
investment styles, where the investment approach of an investment brand can be closely linked to an individual or a
handful of individuals. The importance on brand building of individual team members is therefore an important component
of promoting the brand of the manager, and attention should be paid to developing these individual brands and giving
them market presence.
Impact is increasingly seen as a measure of performance alongside financial returns, and this is reflected in managers’
assessment of impact as a key driver of brand recognition.
Having a differentiated product is beginning to climb up the list as a driver of brand recognition, reflecting the proliferation
of quite similar products in the market being met with a lack of excitement from potential LPs.
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Number of firms
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All but one of the respondents indicated that they are members of SAVCA as required by the Conditions for Private
Equity Investment under Regulation 28, with the only respondent not currently a SAVCA member not having raised any
capital to date. Those that are not yet registered are expected to be registered before they can manage pension fund
capital according to these regulations. The next biggest representation is with ABSIP, where half of respondents are
members. The newcomer industry body this year is TAF which launched during 2020 and of which 7 respondents reported
membership. There is limited representation across the other business and professional bodies present in the market.
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Respondents clearly noted that the primary approach to brand building was through investment performance, both
financial and impact, as well as through their key people. Outside of this main brand building strategy, almost half of
respondents indicated that they do not do any advertising, with 60% spending less than 1% of revenue on advertising.
There was some correlation between those with more capital (and therefore revenue) spending higher proportions of
that revenue on advertising to build their brands.
Of those that do some advertising, the targeted area of conference sponsorship was the most popular, interestingly still
followed by print advertising. On-line and social media advertising continue to become more relevant, while mass media
mediums are not used by private markets fund managers, probably because retail investors are not targeted. Publishing
research articles or case studies is perhaps an area where more could be done to gain valuable exposure, but doing so
is time consuming, making it difficult for teams who are stretched. We have seen this strategy used effectively to gain
exposure and to demonstrate the principles behind the approach of particular managers, but this approach is only used
by 40% of respondents.
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Events announced to the media:
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activity both to create awareness among LPs and to create
a presence as a viable funding partner to business owners.
What is also perhaps overlooked by managers is the positive
deal flow that can be created by having a more public profile.
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Similar to the question of what drives brand recognition, fund managers also believe that investment performance is
the most important metric in measuring their own success. This is consistent with previous years’ surveys as is the second
most important measure reported, growth in AUM. These measures come before employee, client and shareholder
satisfaction, with the profitability of the manager also far down the list. These measures of performance are consistent
with the managers’ financial incentives set out in fund structures.
However, these success measures will only serve a manager well over the course of a single fund life. When measuring
the success of the management company over several vintages more attention must be paid to managing stakeholder
satisfaction, as well as focusing on innovation and the competitive stance of the manager. A failure to focus on these
longer-term measures will likely leave the manager unable to continue to grow or even retain investors for subsequent
funds.
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i. Team
The 2021 survey saw a spike in total staff numbers across respondents. This is commensurate with funds which have
raised capital and therefore have hired more staff. It also includes respondents which are part of larger firms with pools
of support staff around the core investment teams. While increases have been seen across all functions, the largest
increase has been in non-investment staff.
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Managing a private equity fund typically requires at least five people but this number can vary according to a firm’s
investment style. The more actively involved the manager is in the operations of the underlying companies, and the
more deals it does, the more resources are required. Less active managers may be able to get away with fewer than
five investment team members but most need more than five to enable them to properly build and work through a
pipeline of opportunities. As teams grow, more support staff are often added.
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Median team composition:
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There has been no change in the composition of the median investment team, which is made up of 3 principals, 1
associate and no analysts. The change from the prior year is that the 3 support staff reported last year has grown to 5.
This is due to the variation in life stages of managers as well as the inclusion of larger managers. Each manager has to
balance the build of the team to enable it to prove capacity and raise capital, as well as managing its ability to pay salaries
and maintain sufficient working capital for sustainability.

Principals with at least 10 years of dealmaking experience:
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Number of people

Demographics of investment vs. non-investment staff:
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Of the 229 people employed, Black staff made up more than 85% (2020:82%) with Black women representing over 48%
(2020:45%) of total staff employed. The racial composition mirrors the demographics of the country much more closely
than the broader private equity market.

Demographics of the investment team:
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When looking at the racial and gender breakdown by role in the investment teams it is clear that African males and
females represent the majority of staff across all categories. White and non-South African team members make up a
total of 9% of investment staff and 14% of total staff.
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Gender breakdown of total staff:

Gender breakdown of investment staff:
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Total staff was skewed towards females, at 54% of the total, while investment teams skewed towards males at 57% of
staff. These relatively even gender profiles reflect an inclusive gender balance in team makeup. This is supported by 85%
of respondents reporting that their firms did not struggle to attract women to form part of their teams.

Diversity in senior positions:
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On closer inspection, the data reflects a bias towards males in the most senior positions of CEO, CIO and head of investor
relations, while there was more balance in the CFO position. Eighty-five percent of respondents indicated that diversity
and inclusion had been topical in recent client engagements, and 95% indicated that diversity leads to better investment
and company performance.
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Which single factor can close the gender gap?
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When asked what single factor could close the gender gap, respondents were clear that it had to be a strategic priority
led by the executive team in order to succeed.

j. Manager economics
The economics of a private markets fund manager and its key staff are driven primarily by the capital raised, level of
management fees, carry terms and split of carry. The most lucrative of these items is carry as long as the fund beats
its performance hurdle. In order to incentivise the manager to consider the downside and to create downside alignment
with investors, managers must commit a portion of the fund’s capital themselves, the so-called GP commitment. The
median GP commitment as a percentage of committed capital is 1%, with 65% of respondents reporting this level of
commitment alongside LPs. More experienced managers tend to commit a bit more than this level, depending on their
particular circumstances. Where managers have already managed previous funds and have made significant carry in
those funds, investors like to see increased GP commitment to match the manager’s change in circumstances and to
maintain meaningful alignment.
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Source of GP commitment and share of carry:
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The GP commitment is typically funded by the management company and the key individuals of the fund. Typically the
bulk of the team commitment comes from the principals, with smaller components from more junior team members.
The extent to which the individuals take personal risk does tend to impact their share of carry. It is common for a
component of the carry to be retained by the mangement company to maintain flexibility to either reinvest in future
funds or pay out to shareholders.
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Founders of private markets firms tend to come out of successful careers in investment banking or private equity, and
often have built up some capital in order to start their firms. A full 75% of respondents say that personal finance was
the key source of finance to get their management company established. Interestingly, no bank finance has been used
to start any of the firms responding to the survey. This may be a factor of the nature of management companies as
services businesses with few assets to act as security for borrowings.
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Management fee %:
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Management fees are typically quoted as an annual percentage of committed capital. The private equity industry is
famous for its headline 2% management fees, however only half of respondents reported that this is what they charge
in their most recent fund. Forty-five percent of respondents now charge lower fees than this benchmark level as the
industry faces the same pressures as the rest of the investment value chain to cut costs.
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The other side of the coin to fees is the profitability of the fund manager, and this is an area where investors often have
concerns related to sustainability. In spite of the growing maturity of the respondent base, only 35% of managers reported
3 consecutive years of profitability. However, 65% did report current profitability and 70% of management companies
paid tax on profits last year.

k. Operations
All respondents are operating under their own FSCA licences for the first time. In previous years around 10% of respondents
have been juristic representatives on other firms’ licences. The issue of gaining a licence has also slipped down the list
of challenges for Black fund managers. Nearly half of respondents indicated that they would allow other firms to act
as a juristic representative on their own licences, an increase from a third of respondents last year.
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Number of Key Individuals registered with the FSCA:
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We have seen a gradual increase in the number of Key Individuals (KIs) registered with the FSCA. This is encouraging
as having a greater number of KIs reduces the compliance risk to the licence of the fund manager and creates more
stability should a KI leave the firm.
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In the current year, respondents appear to make more use of Big 4 and mid-tier firms and less use of small firms. This
is in line with the more mature current year respondent base, which is more likely to have raised capital, and is more
likely to be subjected to higher standards of choice of auditor.
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The current year has seen an increase in the use of external administrators to the point where it is almost equal between
respondents using external administrators or internal teams. In considering whether to go internal or external, managers
must consider the corresponding costs, but also carefully weigh the additional controls that external administrators can
bring to the manager.
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Directors and Officers cover limit as a % of fund size:
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remains critical to manage this risk and maintain the integrity of digital
records and communications.
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Infrastructure Fund
and its role in providing
access to affordable and
sustainable socio-economic
infrastructure
Interview with Ahjeeth JaiJai,
Head of Asset Management and Treasury at the Infrastructure Fund

In September 2018, the Infrastructure Fund initiative was announced by President Cyril Ramaphosa to change the State’s
approach to the financing of public infrastructure projects with the intention of ensuring more efficient and effective
use of resources and the acceleration of infrastructure development within South Africa.
In August 2020, the Development Bank of Southern Africa, the National Treasury, and the Department of Public Works
and Infrastructure signed a Memorandum of Agreement in respect of the DBSA’s mandate to establish and manage the
Infrastructure Fund.
The signing of the Infrastructure Fund MoA signified an important milestone in terms of bringing together key stakeholders
to create a blended financing facility for infrastructure projects.
The Infrastructure Fund is intended as government funding and ancillary support for co-financing of blended finance
programmes and projects. This includes financing from the local capital market and international financing institutions
as a complement for broader budgeting reforms that the Government is undertaking to address problems in the
infrastructure value chain. The support will take different forms, including fund deserving infrastructure projects, blended
co-funding, capital subsidies and interest rate subsidies and guarantees.
Given the limited government finances that have been worsened by the Covid-19 pandemic, the strategic importance
of infrastructure as a lever and stimulus for economic recovery and growth has come to the fore. This constrained fiscal
environment limits the availability of investment resources and there is thus a greater need for government to work
together to create an enabling environment for effective partnerships with the private sector, DFIs and international
financiers and the local capital market to enable the leveraging of additional resources. The Infrastructure Fund opens
opportunities to partner with the private sector and international financiers.
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The obligations of the DBSA towards the MoA will be to establish the Infrastructure Fund through a dedicated implementation
unit housed in the DBSA as well as to manage and administer the Fund. The important responsibility of the DBSA will
be to facilitate the financial structuring, procurement and implementation of priority blended-finance projects and
programmes, as identified by ISA.
We spoke to Ahjeeth JaiJai, Head of Asset Management and Treasury for the Infrastructure Fund, to better understand
its role in facilitating the transformation of investment in South African public infrastructure and the current status of
developments.

Role of the Infrastructure Fund
Please describe the role of the Infrastructure Fund in enhancing collaboration and attracting private-sector investment
to support the government’s SIPs programme, as well as describing the blended financing solutions that have been
developed, and any success and challenges experienced to date?
The DBSA has been mandated to incubate the Infrastructure Fund, but the formation of the fund is the result of active
engagement amongst National Treasury, the DPWI and the Presidency. The rationale behind the formation of the
Infrastructure Fund is to do things differently, and to develop alternate ways to execute project financing of infrastructure
projects and programmes.
When the Infrastructure Fund engaged with the market, being a broad group of parties ranging from asset managers,
industry bodies, banks and lawyers, we had to evolve our understanding of their requirements and ways to execute
project financing. A platform like the Infrastructure Fund is a critical step to getting this right and has been created to
accelerate the implementation of infrastructure programmes and projects identified by Infrastructure South Africa.
In the short time since our establishment, we have identified that there isn’t a shortage of capital from the private sector,
but that what was needed was a sound platform where public and private sector contributions could be brought together
to fund infrastructure programmes.
At its very heart, the notion of blended finance is to crowd private sector contributions alongside public sector contributions
into an infrastructure project to sustain itself over a 15 to 20 year timespan. More than that, it is also to broaden the
investor pool. In the past, you would have had commercial lenders taking risk and selling risk off to pension funds or
asset managers post completion, but now it’s opportune to involve everyone in the process from the beginning.
So, blended finance involves bringing all these stakeholders together as well as developing innovative ways of financing
infrastructure.
In terms of blended finance solutions, these are intended to solve the problems of market failure or disruptions. Often,
such market failures or disruptions are what makes investors nervous to participate in an infrastructure project or
programme or, alternatively, increases the cost of funding. So blended finance for the Infrastructure Fund means that
the riskier element of a financing structure is something that the Infrastructure Fund will assume. That could be through
any number of instruments and, not to put names to them, but it could be instruments that would back more secure
types of funding, not just senior. It could be mezzanine or junior, for example. Ultimately, the Infrastructure Fund will
be that buffer between the risk that the market doesn't want to take and the risk that can be taken to allow for maximum
or greater market participation in an infrastructure project or programme.
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limited to that 15 or 20 year term. Many of these assets have a useful life of up to 45 years depending on a large
number of factors that take place at inception.
If we had to argue that the first 15 to 20 years is required to repay debt and generate a return for shareholders, the
period between 20 and 45 years is actually when there's still value in the infrastructure asset. When we talk about any
first loss, the first loss may take the form of a government guarantee or a pure first loss type of instrument, but there
is no reason why that instrument can’t be structured in such a way that serves as a buffer of security for the financing
structure up to year 20, but from years 20 to 45 there is no reason why that instrument cannot then be used to create
sustainable value for the instrument holder.
What you're doing is saying that all participants and, in this case, the Infrastructure Fund, need to make sure that the
infrastructure project or programme from day zero is well managed, well procured and well executed to ensure
preservation of value over the full life of the asset. That's also, in our view, a large part of what blended finance means.
It’s not taking a 15 to 20 year view but creating value on a sustainable basis for beyond years 15 to 20.
I think that capacitating the Infrastructure Fund and getting the right type of people around the table to deliver on the
mandate has been one of the successes to date. Over the short time since its establishment last year, we have put
together a team of around 14 people (for now), which comprises a healthy mix of professionals, both from the private
sector and the public sector. Each individual has between 12 and 20 years’ experience and understands what broader
market participants require from a financial and technical perspective in executing an infrastructure project. They have
done it before and, with this level of experience, we also have a young group of individuals supporting them.
On the investment side, the Minister of Finance, in his 2021 budget made an allocation of R18 Billion over the next three
years to the Infrastructure Fund - R4 Billion for 2021/22, R6 Billion for 2022/23 and R8 Billion for 2023/24. For the last
six/seven months, the Infrastructure Fund has actively taken projects to the National Treasury for funding approval for
almost the full capital allocation of 2021/22. We see this as a big success and also a great learning experience for many
members of the team to understand National Treasury’s process, what its ask is and how to approach funding requests.
That’s only on the financing element. It also meant that the Infrastructure Fund had to work with project owners, either
state owned entities, government departments or the actual custodian of the national infrastructure asset to take through
their processes on a blended finance basis to National Treasury.
There has been significant engagement with a diverse number of private sector participants. The Infrastructure Fund
wants to ensure that there is consistency of messaging to the market and also that there is symmetry of information
to all participants. Its primary communication channels will be through industry bodies, which will be used as a first point
of call to channel information. Remember, procurement of financing is equally challenging as the procurement of normal
goods and services. In this regard, transparency is key with all engagements happening at the same time and working
alongside Infrastructure South Africa. With time, the intention is that there will be a portal with information available
on the infrastructure programme, in particular on the projects that have been gazetted. So, if you are a market participant
you will see this in the Infrastructure Development Act or the Government Gazette which sets out the SIPs, etc. As market
participants, you will know what is in there and if you stay close enough to those projects, you will know what is coming
to market. So, the intention is to use industry bodies as a first port of call, but that doesn't mean to say the Infrastructure
Fund will not engage with individual pension funds, asset owners, asset managers, asset allocators, banks or any other
market participants. I think that's pretty useful, because it provides us with guidance for appetite in the market and,
likewise, we can share what we do as the Infrastructure Fund and how we're approaching blended finance. Understanding
risk appetite is very important in developing appropriate blended funding solutions.
There are many projects being earmarked for funding but making sure that the projects have been adequately prepared,
are well structured and that they can then be taken through post feasibility takes a lot of work. Since the Infrastructure
Fund’s inception, the challenge, which can also be seen as an opportunity, has been sifting through projects to determine
which should be prioritised and putting manpower behind these projects. It’s still early days and, perhaps, we are in our
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honeymoon period, but the energy levels are high, the team is pushing hard and as I mentioned earlier, we are also
making significant progress in terms of accessing our allocation to take projects to final approval in this fiscus period.

Proposed changes to Regulation 28
The proposed changes to Regulation 28 provide retirement funds more certainty and flexibility to increase capital
allocations to investments in public infrastructure. From the Infrastructure Fund’s perspective, what are your views
on the proposed changes and, in particular, the benefits for the SIPs programme?
There are multiple views on the proposed amendments to Regulation 28, some are finding a way of working within it
and others are looking for its scope to be expanded. From a SIPs perspective, there are effectively three buckets of
projects that one can fund.
We have the 50 projects and 12 special projects that have been gazetted but, at the same time, there are also some that
are purely social and would require fiscus exclusive contribution. At the other end of the spectrum, there are projects
that can sustain purely private sector funding that will be implemented on a commercial basis.
However, that category called blended finance resides between the two where you need a bit of government contribution
and private sector contribution to execute on the Infrastructure Fund mandate. In relation to Regulation 28, it’s very
much not being constrained by what you see coming only through the Infrastructure Fund. The investment universe for
infrastructure is much wider than the Infrastructure Fund and that is why Infrastructure South Africa plays such a critical
role as they are not only the custodian of pipeline for the Infrastructure Fund, but also all the projects that fit that entire
spectrum from purely social to ones earmarked for private funding.

Recent unrest and implications on raising private sector funding
The recent rioting and destruction of property and infrastructure in KZN and Gauteng makes raising private sector
and foreign direct investment more difficult. It is still early days but, from your engagement with investors, what
are the key concerns/risks that the Infrastructure Fund alongside the government need to address to provide
investors with certainty that investing in SA infrastructure will provide them with the necessary return for their
investment, considering the current political risk?
It's still early days, so the impact on investor sentiment still needs to be unpacked. No doubt it can make investors
nervous, but I think how we respond to these risks is important. The unrest reemphasises the importance of cash flow
and making sure that your cash flows are protected. When infrastructure, or any asset for that matter, is destroyed or
damaged it impacts the ability of that cash flow to be generated, which invariably means then your blended finance
solution becomes the “at risk” portion of the financing structure and I think that is where the mindset will move to among
market participants. There may be a premium requested to price for such risks which then makes infrastructure delivery
a lot more costly, but also the ask from the blended finance risk sharing will be a lot more now.
The consequences, from a pure investment perspective, are something that, as a country, we can ill afford. Capital can
be better used for rolling out new infrastructure versus replacement of destroyed or damaged infrastructure.
There is no doubt that domestic and foreign investors remain committed to the country and that they want to be involved
in infrastructure projects. We have spoken to some investors, who have voiced an element of concern, but it's not to
the extent where they are shutting off the taps to infrastructure investing in South Africa. We haven’t had that in our
recent engagements, which I think is encouraging.
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Can you provide an overview of the SIPs and how ready these projects are for private sector investment, with
examples of projects that are moving forward and the expected impact of such projects?
Developmental impact and the social impact are critical to our consideration as the Infrastructure Fund. The
thinking around this is that social impact should have a multiplier and a positive knock-on effect across the broader
economy.
Let me first say that the preferred approach of the Infrastructure Fund in rolling out infrastructure projects is on a
programme basis. The reason why the programme basis is being pursued is that it has a much more sustainable and
meaningful effect at scale. In addition to that, you can leverage resources and economies of scale, on a programme basis.
Against that backdrop, if you think about the need for student accommodation in South Africa, that's one of the most
critical areas requiring investment. Not having an adequate place to reside affects your results at the end of the day and
therefore the national output of skill. One of the programmes we have been working on is student accommodation with
the intention to develop around 300 000 student accommodation beds within a 10-year period. The programme should
result in providing students with a safe and secure place to reside while studying not just at universities but also at TVET
colleges, etc. It is across the spectrum of higher learning that we are looking at rolling out student accommodation. With
more qualified people being turned out, there has to be a positive effect on the economy but employment opportunities
is the key issue right now. So, in the short term, what the student housing programme will result in is significant
construction jobs on student housing projects across the country due to it being highly labour intensive. There is also
a firm intention to bring in new entrants into the market who can benefit through the student housing accommodation
programme. There are a lot of SMEs that play across the entire value chain of student housing. It's the Infrastructure
Fund’s hope that we can create jobs and new businesses alongside the student housing programme.
This is one of the key programmes we are focused on, primarily because of the much broader positive impact that it
can have for our country, individuals and job creation over the short, medium and longer term.

Black participation in the SIPs programme
One of Government’s intentions is to use the SIPs programme to support Black infrastructure service providers in
transforming the industry from an ownership, participation, capabilities and skills development perspective. Has
the Government set a target for Black participation in the SIPs programme? How is this expected to be funded/achieved
and how will the key stakeholders (Infrastructure Fund, Infrastructure SA and the National Treasury) ensure
transparency of process in appointing service providers with the relevant competence to execute these projects to
avoid potentially resulting in higher cost of delivery (inflated contracts), poor design/execution and possible corruption?
The Infrastructure Fund has engaged, and continues to engage, with the industry associations to ensure that programmes
are put to market that ensure that the entire value chain has meaningful Black participation of Black owned and Black
controlled service providers.
Insofar as targets are concerned, they are often set as minimum targets, so you may, for example, have a 20 to 30%
threshold, which the codes and legislation will stipulate. The intention is not to use it as a maximum threshold, but a
minimum threshold where you can start getting broader participation in the SIPs.
The question around funding for B-BBEE participants is something that we are working on. It’s not an easy one because
the cheque sizes are large. However, having said that, the projects are often long dated which, by its nature, requires
an alignment between all participants. If you are looking at the pure equity ownership of the project, then there may
be a lock-in element of equity, but this comes back to creating alignment with the asset owner, for example the stateowned entity, to make sure that we are all aligned over the full life of that particular asset.
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The value chain is varied and wide enough where there is a continuous requirement to pay service providers for
construction, maintenance and operations services. This is where liquidity comes through. Although there are areas of
the financing structure that, by their nature, result in a lock-in for Black participants, I think there are other areas where
the operators and service providers will have access to immediate liquidity. This is a result of the nature of infrastructure
that they're going to be to a construction company or supplier into the construction industry or they may be a service
provider to a student housing type of accommodation facility. There are many other dynamics around the entire value
chain that can create liquidity, not necessarily resulting in Black participants being locked-in for a 20-year period.
It is critical that empowerment must be meaningful. More than that, we need to improve the way that projects are
prepared and structured. Project preparation is key, and that project preparation being translated into proper project
implementation is just as important, as well as the ongoing monitoring and evaluation to ensure there are no inefficient
costs. This is very important for the Infrastructure Fund and these are elements on which we place significant focus.
Programme management, the actual implementation and, thereafter, the ongoing monitoring and evaluation from an
active asset management perspective is critical. By putting in place levels of rigour and robustness in the process, we
will ensure a) there is meaningful participation of Black participants in the value chain and b) more than that, that we
manage the way costs have been apportioned to the involvement of Black participants in projects.

Governance
What measures are the Government and the Infrastructure Fund putting in place to provide investors with
confidence that the SIPs programme will have strong governance to ensure no irregular or wasteful expenditure
during implementation?
I think there is general recognition that confidence and transparency are critical to achieving blended finance solutions.
What that means is that the Infrastructure Fund, particularly through our programme management function, does have
a robust control framework that ensures that all our processes, specifically when it comes to procurement and implementation, meet sufficient standards of rigour that are auditable. The Infrastructure Fund’s audit process is informed by past
learnings that can be used to ensure appropriate management of potential governance risks.
So how do we deal with procurement issues? How do we deal with implementation where you don't have funds going
directly to projects but going via a middleman before it reaches the project? A lot of control measures come through
building systems and processes which can withstand any mischief creeping into the system. That's within the Infrastructure
Fund’s control, and that's something that we are actively implementing. We also provide support to project owners
throughout the infrastructure value chain. We make sure that the governance and monitoring is taken seriously throughout
the development of the project and post implementation. Disbursement of funds needs to go through a very stringent
process and our preference would be to pay directly to service providers and not via a middleman. So those are the little
changes that we're looking at implementing, but I know that the impact could be meaningful purely given what we've
learnt from the recent past.
Monitoring is also key. One of the key requirements of the Infrastructure Fund is that we have monitoring and evaluation
of projects from implementation and execution right down to completion and thereafter as well.
At the beginning, I touched on us making sure that we protect value for the entire life cycle of the asset and not just for
the 15 to 20 year period when there is funding risk. That mindset shift is important in the sense that if you take that 45
year view, you have to make sure that you have adequate maintenance, and good operators in place removing fruitless
and wasteful expenditure over the life of the asset. So those subtle changes in approach being introduced, we think,
also goes in some small way towards protecting the governance aspect of infrastructure finance.
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Vision for the Infrastructure Fund
In 10 years’ time, what will success look like to you and how confident are you in realising the ambitious target set
by the Government for infrastructure investment in South Africa?
That’s a good question. If we consider the National Development Plan, one of our targets is the improvement in fixed
capital formation. For an economy of our size to grow meaningfully, you need to have fixed capital formation of around
30%. We are currently sitting between 12-17%. I think our first true objective measure of success will be the Infrastructure
Fund’s contribution towards achieving the 30% fixed capital formation in the country.
The other measure will be that if you had to take a 10-year timeline, the R100 Billion that government has committed
should translate into R1 Trillion worth of infrastructure delivery within the country.
Personally, those are the two benchmarks that we need to be measured against.
Can we achieve it? I think it is possible and the one very heartening element we are doing right now is collaborating with
private sector participants, be it the pension fund industry, the investment community, the banks, etc. There's a deep
willingness to fund infrastructure, but those prerequisites to unlocking that funding is around transparency, confidence,
governance, etc.
I think the energy is there. The drive and the willingness to get this done is clear. It's not an easy road but I do think it's
possible. I think that, with all participants pulling in the same direction, it is doable. Government is onside; Infrastructure
South Africa is onside; and Dr Ramokgopa’s team is phenomenal in assisting this process as well. So, I think the vision
can be realised.

Ahjeeth JaiJai
Head of Asset Management and Treasury at the Infrastructure
Fund
Ahjeeth is a seasoned investment executive with extensive, multiple
sector investment banking and alternative investments experience
across the capital vertical (debt, quasi equity and equity). In addition
to robust operational and board experience, he has demonstrable
interdisciplinary experience in respect of the commercial, legal and
financial disciplines having frequently combined the three to achieve
successful and effective business outcomes. Ahjeeth was admitted as
an attorney in 1996.
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Ethos Mid Market Fund I (Pty) Ltd
Oct-15
www.ethos.co.za
35 Fricker Road, Johannesburg, 2196
+27 11 328 7472
nnethengwe@ethos.co.za
Tabane Matheolane
Executive/Principal
@ethosmidmarket
Ethos Private Equity

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
Twitter:
LinkedIn:

IDF Capital (Pty) Ltd
Mar-08
www.idf.co.za
33 Fricker Road, Johannesburg, 2196
+27 78 560 9305
simbisai@idf.co.za
Simbisai Chizhande
Business Development Manager/Investor Relations
@IDF_Capital
IDF Capital

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:

Infra Impact Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd
Mar-20
www.infraimpact.co.za
Unit B1 Mayfair Square, Century Way, Century City, 7441
+27 72 182 6585
info@infraimpact.com
Morne Edas
Executive/Principal

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:

Khumovest (Pty) Ltd
Sep-15
www.khumovest.com
2nd Floor, Building A, Silverpoint Office Park
22 Ealing Crescent, 2191
+27 11 883 2274
info@khumovest.com
Priyan Padayichie
Executive/Principal
@Khmovest_SA
Khumovest
Khumovest South Africa

Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
Twitter:
Facebook:
LinkedIn:
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Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:

Kleoss Capital (Pty) Ltd
Jun-14
www.kleosscapital.com
One Vdara, 41 Rivonia Road, Sandhurst, 2146
+27 11 666 1660
zain.laher@kleosscapital.com
Zain Laher
Executive/Principal

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
LinkedIn:

Legacy Africa Capital Partners (Pty) Ltd
Oct-18
www.legacyafrica.co.za
Unit 1, Building 2, cnr Glenhhove & Oxford Roads, 2134
+27 11 782 5423
kgosi@legacyafrica.co.za
Kgosi Monametsi
Executive/Principal
Legacy Africa Fund Managers

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
Twitter:
LinkedIn:

Mahlako Financial Services (Pty) Ltd
Feb-15
www.mahlakofs.co.za
Block A, First Floor, 345 Rivonia Road, 2191
+27 11 706 3902
info@mahlako.co.za
Kgabang Moloedi
Business Development Manager/Investor Relations
@Mahlako_FS
Mahlako Financial Services

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
Twitter:
LinkedIn:

Makalani Management Company (Pty) Ltd
Aug-04
www.makalani.co.za
261 Oxford Road, Illovo, 2196
+27 11 428 0680
enquiries@makalani.co.za
Keshan Pillay
Executive/Principal
@MakalaniMC
Makalani Management Company

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
LinkedIn:

Medu Capital (Pty) Ltd
Feb-03
www.meducapital.co.za
4th Floor, 35 Ferguson Road, Sandton, 2196
+27 11 268 9140
lboshoff@meducapital.co.za
Leone Boshoff
Administrator
Medu Capital
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Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
LinkedIn:
Facebook:
LinkedIn:

Mergence Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd
Oct-04
www.meducapital.co.za
2nd floor, Cape Town Cruise Terminal,
Duncan Road, V&A Waterfront, 8001
+27 21 433 2960
ronel@mergence.co.za
Ronel Bantjes
Executive/Principal
mergenceim
Mergence Investment Managers
Mergence Investment Managers

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:

PAPE Fund Managers (Pty) Ltd
Mar-15
www.papefunds.co.za
222a Grosvenor Road, Sandton, 2191
+27 10 500 2730
dee@papefunds.co.za
Guy Baxter
Executive/Principal

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
Twitter:
LinkedIn:

Pilanehurst Asset Managers (Pty) Ltd
Feb-16
www.pilanehurst.com
1st Floor, 26 Autumn Road, Sandton, 2195
+27 11 568 6846
office@pilanehurst.com
Baanetse Leriba
Administrator
@pilanehurst
Pilanehurst Asset Managers

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
Twitter:
LinkedIn:

Sanari Capital (Pty) Ltd
Nov-13
www.sanari.co.za
7th Floor, 90 Grayston Drive, Sandton, 2196
+27 76 456 3339
swatermeyer@sanari.co.za
Samantha Watermeyer
Executive/Principal
@SanariCapital
SanariCapital

Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
Twitter:
Facebook:
LinkedIn:
YouTube:

Sanlam Investments (Pty) Ltd
Nov-67
www.sanlaminvestments.com
55 Willie van Schoor Avenue, Bellville, 7530
+27 21 950 2550
SIInstitutional@sanlaminvestments.com
Bheka Ngubane
Business Development Manager
sanlaminvest
sanlaminvestments
sanlaminvestments
Sanlam Investments
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Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
Twitter:
Instagram:
LinkedIn:
Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
LinkedIn:
Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
Twitter:
Name of company:
Date of inception:
Website:
Address:
Telephone:
Email:
Contact person:
Title of contact person:
LinkedIn:

Senatla Capital (Pty) Ltd
Jun-10
www.senatlacapital.com
9th Floor, The Forum, 2 Maude Street,
Sandton, 2196
+27 11 784 5929
Bonolo@senatlacapital.com
Owen Maubane
Executive/Principal
Summit Private Equity Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd
Aug-16
www.summitafrica.com
3rd Floor, One Vdara Building, 41 Rivonia Road,
Sandhurst, 2196
+27 10 880 1812
langa@summitafrica.com
Langa Madonko
Business Development Manager/Investor Relations
@SummitAfr
@SummitAfrica
Summit Africa
Tamela Capital Partners (Pty) Ltd
Sep-16
www.tamela.co.za
Ground Floor, Golden Oak House Ballyoaks Office
Park, 35 Ballyclare Drive, Bryanston, 2021
+27 10 443 4615
info@tamela.co.za
Beena Morar
Administrator
Tamela
Third Way Investment Partners (Pty) Ltd
Jul-15
www.thirdway.co.za
9th Floor, Katherine Towers, 39 Wierda Road,
West Wierda Valley, Sandton
+27 11 684 1192
info@thirdway.co.za
Fulu Makwetla
Executive/Principal
@ThirdWayZA
Vuna Partners (Pty) Ltd
Jun-19
www.vunapartners.co.za
Global House, 3rd Floor, 28 Sturdee Avenue,
Rosebank, 2196
+27 10 595 4990
info@vunapartners.co.za
Siya Nhlumayo
Executive/Principal
Vuna Partners
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Disclaimer/Terms and conditions of use
1. General
a. Please read the following sections carefully.
b. This document contains the terms and conditions which govern the use of the
2021 BEE.conomics Transformation in South African asset management survey
(the “Survey”). This document applies to all persons who use, read, process,
collect, download, view, print, analyse, copy, update, modify, distribute, publish
or make available in any other form, or access this Survey for any reason
whatsoever. By using, reading, processing, collecting, downloading, viewing,
printing, analysing, copying, updating, modifying, distributing, publishing or
making available in any other form, or accessing this Survey or any of the
information in the Survey, you accept that you have read, understand and
agree to these terms and conditions in full.
c. This Survey contains information pertaining to inter alia i. 27four Investment Managers Proprietary Limited (the “Company”);
ii. the Companyís subsidiaries, holding companies, and/or any other company
forming part of the 27four group of companies (the “Group”) (the Company
and the Group are collectively referred to as “27four”); and/or
iii. 27four’s appointed agents, representatives, associated entities, financial
services providers, asset managers, administrators and/or suppliers
(collectively referred to as the “Relevant Entities”) and/or
iv. the services rendered or financial products supplied by 27four and/or the
Relevant Entities and/or financial information pertaining to 27four and/or
the Relevant Entities.

i. Neither 27four nor any of the Relevant Entities nor their respective employees,
directors, agents, officers, servants, contractors, representatives and/or advisors
and/or other persons for whom in law 27four and/or the Relevant Entities may
be held liable or can be held accountable, assume any liability or make any
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, completeness,
reliability or fairness of any information, statements, representations or
forecasts contained in this Survey or that such information, statements,
representations or forecasts are not misleading or outdated, or are free from
errors or misstatements and no reliance may be placed on this Survey.
j. Neither 27four nor any of the Relevant Entities nor their respective employees,
directors, agents, officers, servants, contractors, representatives and/or advisors
and/or any other persons for whom in law 27four and/or the Relevant Entities
may be held liable shall under any circumstances whatsoever be held liable
for any loss, damage, claim or costs (whether direct, indirect, incidental, special,
punitive or consequential) whatsoever and howsoever suffered or incurred
by any person including, without limitation, any loss of profits or revenues, or
any loss of data, use, goodwill, or other intangible losses, as a result of or
arising from placing reliance on, acting on or refraining from acting on anything
contained in, or omitted from, the Survey, whether the loss, damage, claim or
costs arises as a result of negligence or gross negligence.
3. Distribution

2. Nature of the information and completeness
a. This Survey contains information which is purely factual and is not an expression
of an opinion or recommendation. It does not constitute financial product
advice and should not be relied upon as such. The information contained in
the Survey does not take into account your personal objectives, financial
situation or needs and you must determine whether the information is
appropriate in terms of your particular circumstances.
b. This Survey contains summary information and the information is of general
background and does not purport to be complete, comprehensive or exhaustive.
c. The Survey has been prepared in good faith by 27four. To the extent available,
the industry, market and competitive position data contained in this Survey
has been obtained from official or third-party sources. Third-party industry
publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data contained
therein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but there is
no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While 27four
reasonably believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has
been prepared by a reputable source, neither 27four nor the Relevant Entities
nor any of their respective directors, officers, employees, advisers,
representatives or agents have independently verified the data contained
therein.
d. Past performance information given in this Survey is given for illustrative
purposes only and should not be relied upon as (and is not) an indication of
future performance.
e. The Survey may contain “forward-looking” statements relating to inter alia
future strategy, events, expectations, prospects, developments and financial
performance. In some cases forward-looking statements may be identified
by terminology such as “target”, “aim”, “can have”, “likely”, “should”, “would”,
“may”, “will”, “could”, “expect”, “plan”, “intend”, “anticipate”, “believe”, “envisage”,
“estimate”, “project”, “predict”, “potential” or “continue”, or the negative of such
terms or other comparable terminology. Such statements reflect current views
with respect to future events and are only predictions and are subject to
assumptions. These assumptions and views may or may not prove to be
correct and are subject to inherent risks and uncertainties. Those risks and
uncertainties include factors and risks specific to 27four and/or the Relevant
Entities, such as development of their businesses, future capital expenditures
and acquisitions, as well as general economic conditions and conditions in the
market, such as trends in the operating industry and market growth. Actual
events or results may differ materially from the events or results expressed
or implied in any forward-looking statement and such deviations are both
normal and to be expected.

a. The information in this Survey is for the exclusive use of clients, contracting
parties of 27four and their advisors, readers or users of this Survey and/or
people that have legal access to this Survey and such persons shall not
reproduce or distribute the information, or any part thereof, without the prior
written consent of 27four. The information contained in the Survey shall
remain the property of 27four. 27four reserves the right to require the return
of the Survey (together with any copies or extracts thereof) to it at any time.
4. Not legally binding
a. This Survey is intended for information purposes only and no part of this
Survey or any of the information in it shall form the basis of any agreement
with 27four. No proposal put forward in this Survey is intended to be binding
upon 27four and/or any of the Relevant Entities whether by way of agreement,
representation or otherwise.
b. The information contained in this Survey should not be used as a definitive
basis for any decision, contract, commitment or action with respect to any
proposed transaction, investment or otherwise.
c. Subscribing to any service or purchasing any product through 27four is subject
to 27four’s contractual terms and conditions and applicable law.
d. 27four and/or the Relevant Entities will not be obliged to carry out any proposals
or fulfil any terms mentioned in this Survey and will not be responsible for
any loss or damage caused as a result of any person relying upon statements
in this Survey. All terms proposed are subject to, inter alia, obtaining the
necessary internal approvals, the full legal review of the proposal and execution
of all the required documentation.
5. Confidential information
a. This Survey may contain confidential information pertaining to the business
of 27four and/or the Relevant Entities.
b. No part of this Survey may at any time be copied, reproduced or distributed,
in whole or in part, at any time without the prior written consent of 27four
and/or the Relevant Entities
.
6. Breach of terms and conditions
a. 27four reserves the right to i. refuse further access to the Survey or any information in it if -

f. Calculations contained in this Survey are intended for the convenience of
clients or contracting parties, may be approximations, and are intended only
as guidelines. Should you wish to rely on any calculation, you are advised to
verify the calculations before using them as 27four will not be liable for any
inaccuracy in the calculation.

1. a person breaches any of these terms and conditions from time to time
or as may be applicable to the use of this Survey;

g. Whilst 27four is of the opinion that the views expressed in any such forwardlooking statements are based on reasonable assumptions, neither 27four nor
any of the Relevant Entities makes any representation or warranty as to the
accuracy or likelihood of fulfilment of any forward-looking statement, or any
events or results expressed or implied in any forward-looking statement.
Neither 27four nor any of the Relevant Entities guarantees future results, levels
of activity, performance or achievements nor are they under a duty to update
any forward-looking statements after the date of this Survey to confirm such
statements to actual results or to changes in expectations. Any forwardlooking statements made in this Survey reflect views held as at the date of the
Survey.

3. 27four believes that a person is conducting activities that are illegal,
abusive, threaten the integrity of the Survey or may place 27four in
disrepute;

h. The information disclosed in this Survey is only current as at 30 June 2021, the
date of the Survey. 27four and/or the Relevant Entities shall have no obligation
to review, update or correct the information in the Survey after the date of
the Survey nor to notify recipients of any inaccuracy, incompleteness or change
in the information contained in the Survey. 27four shall however be entitled
to update, amend, supplement or otherwise alter the information contained
in the Survey without notice.

2. 27four is unable to verify or authenticate any information provided by a
person to it;

ii. refer any breach to the police if such breach constitutes a crime; and
iii. claim damages for all losses and damages it may suffer and costs and
expenses it may incur as a result of the breach.
7. Indemnity
a. Any person who accesses, reads or uses this Survey or any information in it
hereby indemnifies and holds 27four and/or the Relevant Entities and any of
its respective directors, officers, employees, representatives, agents, licensors,
and any third party information providers harmless from and against all claims,
damages, losses, costs and expenses (whether direct, indirect, incidental,
special, punitive or consequential) (including attorney and own client costs),
resulting from any failure to adhere to these terms and conditions.
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